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TWENTY-NINT- H

ALBUQUERQUE,
prompted her to take her own life
was that her husband was In his right
mind, and that without her knowledge
he went to London and Baden-Bade- n
to meet her sister Olga, adding that it
was not the question whether he waa
a murderer, but his unfaithfulness to
her which compelled her to commit
suicide. Frau Hau added that she
had at various times prayed to God to
Induce Hau to commit suicide with
her.
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mm
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CAN HOLD

OUT TILL CONGRESS MEETS

President Small Declares the
Strikers Have Abandoned all
Hope of Arbitration of the
Controversy.

I

Admiral Davis Itetlws.
Washington; Aug. 27. Orders were
issued at the navy department today
detaching Rear Admiral C. H. Davla
from duty as commander of the second squadron of the Atlantic fleet and
placing him on the retired list tomorrow. He will be succeeded In that
command by Admiral Sebree, who han
been filling the position of secretary
NO ONE HURT; SECRETARY
of the lighthouse board.
.
.
. ,
Amnesty in Itoumanta.
REASSURES PASSENGERS
Bucharest, Aug. 27. King Charles)
today granted amnesty to all those
were Implicated In the recent
who
Mishap on St, Louis, and San agrarian
revolt with the exception of
about two hundred militant priests and
Francisco Road Disarranges those already sentenced for murders
committed during the uprising. The
Program of Entertainment in prisoners, who total about eight
thousand, will forthwith be released.

j

LOST

POOR JEWS MUST GO
BACK TO EUROPE

Costly IIIiicp In Toledo.
O.. Aug. 27. Firo In U !
Moretón and Truck and storage bull
lng caused a loss tonight of abo.'.t'
Toledo.

$150,000.

Ijarge Percentage of Those Ijtmb'd at
Galveston to Bo Deported.

....

Dallas, Tex., Aug.

I
William Rockefeller

and

Rog-

ers Have a Tilt at Directors'
Meeting, Gossips Allege,
New York, Aug. 27.

JURY FINDS AGAINST
ALLEGED

MINE FAKIRS

Charge of Using the Mails to
Defraud Sustained Against
Colorado and New Mexico
Defendants,
Denver, Aug. 27. The Jury in the
federal court here tonight returned a
verdict In the Iost Bullion Spanish
Mines case, fin the two counts
charging fraudulent misuse of the
mails the defendants were all found
guilty, two, however, being recommended for clemency. On the other
count, charging conspiracy to defraud
by the use of the malls, all but two of
the defendants were found guilty. The
defendants are: C. L. Blackmail, A. K.
Knaebels, It. C. Hunt, Arthur Levan,
I). H. Lawrence, D. P. Plnkus and Edward Sebben, all of Denver; W. B.
Cameron, of
Boulder. Colo., anil
(íoorge S. Dubois and Lee Debols, of

Plnkus and Hunt, while found
guilty on the first two counts, were
recommended for clemency, and they
were both acquitted on the second
charge. The court granted the defendants until September 12 to apply
for a new trial.
The Lost Bullion Spanish Mines
case developed from the sale of an
alleged fabulously rich mine located
near Sliver City, N. M. The property
was described as an anclen. Indian-Spanis- h
mine, which had been rediscovered by an Indian as the result of
a secret description of the property
which was handed down to the discoverer by his ancestors. The charge
which was made by the Inspectors of
was that
the posUifflce department
the property of the company, Instead
of being a mine, was simply nothing
more than natural rave, and that no
ore of any value had ever been mined
therefrom. The defense made a vigorous fight to escape conviction. The
testimony of experts was Introduced
on both sides to prove their contentions. One expert for the defense testified that the mine was located In
what was (literally a mountain of low
grade ore. The charge was made on
behalf of the defense that employes
of the company 'were intimidated by
the government officials Into making
statements damaging to the defense.
The ease has been on trial here for
several weeks and bus Rroused deep
Interest all over the west.

der

Pittsburg. Aug. 27. William Mullen, a structural bridge worker of this
city, who, more than a year Hgo, went
on strike with other bridge workers,
and has sine been Idle, committed
suicide this afternoon on the grave of
his wife, In I'nlondale cemetery. Since
the strike the family has been In
and three weeks ago
financial
Mrs. Mullen died. Mullen brooded
over the fact that his wife might have
lived had It not been for tha strike,

of his

at

mother-in-la-

Maden-Rade- n

Frau

I

ARMY TRANSPORT
SERVICE IS COSTLY
Washington, Aug. 27.

5

repre-i.ntMtlit-

Quartermas-

for
ter General Ayleshlre reports a lossarmy
the year in the transpacific
transport service of more than half a

million dollars, compared with what
could have been secured from commercial lines. He adds, however, that
It Is wise to have a fleet available always for the movement of troops and
the transportation of supplies to distant fields of operations. Quartermaster General Aleshlre reports that the
transport procure the bulk of their
coal at Nagasaki because It is economical.

t

ROCK HURLED 500
FEET HITS A WOMAN
Meriden, Conn.. Aug. 27. Mrs.
Mitchell, of Berlin, was fatally
injured yesterday, when she was
struck by a rock that was thrown five
hundred feet by a blast. She and her
husband believed they were safe on
the veranda of their, home and did not
heed the warnings of the workmen.
The rock struck Mrs. Mitchell in the
face, breaking her Jaws, her nose, th
roof of her mouth and shattering her
teeth.
El-dr-

ST. GAUDENS DESIGNS
MAY
Objection

YET BE ACCEPTED

w Coin
m
to Device
Already Overcome,

New York, Aug. 27. Notwithstanding the reporta that the St. (lauden
designs for the new gold eagle and
double eagle would not be accepted by
the United States government owing to
the fact that they were unfit for practical purposes. Dr. George F. Kunz, of
Tiffany A Co., said yesterday that he
had positive assurance from a person

high

In

authority

In

the government

be accepted.
The chief devices that It is proposed
to put on these coins are embossed too
high, and the mint engravers. It Is
said, ara now bringing the figures Into
lower relief and so overcoming the
only defect In the premlllnary patterns.
thHt the 'designs would

Moll-to- r,

on November

last, continues to develop surprising
features.
Dr. Diet, counsel forthe prisoner, has
Just published a pamphlet giving what
he terms moral Justification for appealing the case. The lawyer's
mule
th hiiIcPIa nf ITm).
jllau appear In a new light. Dr. Diets
ays he had four hours' talk with her
on May 13, when she first made known
to him her Intention to commit suiAnswering his argument that
cide.
h
went
to
the It would create the Impression that
and this afternoon
cemetery, threw himself over the she regarded her husband as guilty of
grave of hi wife and fired
revolver murdering her mother, Frau said repeatedly
that the motive which
hot through his heart.

dltr.

m

one-thir-

It was learned
yesterday that Ht the meeting of the
director of the Standard Oil company,
held
week an animated and, to
t
some extent, acrimonious
discussion
took placo as to the propriety of passing the quarterly dividend.
was nharply divided,
Sentiment
those In favor of deferring the payment Instlslng that such action wad
warranted In view of the attitude of
the administration toward the Standard and other great corporate bodies.
"Sober second sense," however, as
one In close touch with the manage
ment termed it, prevailed.
It was urged by the mote conservative element that to pass, chango or
defer the payment of dividends would
give an erroneous Impression not only
IN
to the stockholders, but throughout NEW DEVELOPMENTS
the country generally, and would proHAU MURDER CASE
voke renewed hostility.
It Is even said that there Is a differbetween William
ence of opinion
Itockcfelcller and H. II. Itogers as to Prisoner' Wife's Suicide Due to His
how the attack of the administration
Infidelity Ills lawyer Claims.
should he met.
Karlsruhe, Germany, Aug. 27. The
DESPONDENT STRIKER
case of Professor Karl Hau, formerly
BLOWS OUT HIS BRAINS of Washington, convicted of the murla-s-

27.
The Chem-frotcday landed 4t
i immigrants
at Galveston. Most of them
are Jews of the poorest class of European countries.
Dr. Corput, United States marine
d
surgeon, turned nearly
of
them over to the detention pen. At
of the number will have
least one-ha- lf
to be deported to the countries from
which they came, as they are far below the requirements, physically and
otherwise, of the United States Immigration laws. There are a largo number of suspicious persons among the
Immigrants, some of whom are sure
to be deported.
Nearly one hundred of the Jewish
Immigrants that passed the Inspection
were taken In charge by a local Immigration bureau, who expect to locate
them in Texas, Oklahoma, Kansas and
Missouri.
t

Bremen,

Silver City, N. M.

IIS! Ill FALL

Oil

OVER REGULATION

IS

ROUNDLY CONDEMNED

Laws in Texas and
kansas Pointed Out as

Hostile

ArEx-

amples of Needless Restriction on Legitimate Work,
Portland, Me., Aug. 27. Too much
"regulation" of the insurance companies of America wm roundly condemned in a report submitted by the
committee on Insurance law at the
annual meeting of tho. American Bar
association in this city. The committee found as a result of its exhaustive
Investigation extending over a year,
that much of the "general,
distrust of Insurance companies and their management," which
followed closely upon the heels of the
Kqultable controversy, wns "unreasonable and unmerited, anil due to the Ignorance of the public respecting the
principles upon1 which insurance Is
based and the methods which should
be employed In supervising it." This
condition has made possible, the committee declares, the enactment of laws
ostensibly supervisory hut actually
destructive In their tendency and on
the whole "a greater' menace to the
Interests of policy-holdethan they
have suffered through the mismanagement and dishonesty of company
officials and the In, ompcteney and
unfaithfulness characteristic of many
tato Insurance depi rtments."
The
repor.1 ..declaren, thst,,.;
ud.ilni ration of the insurance laws of many
states Iihs been characterized either
by unblushing fraud, mostly in the
form of blackmail, or by gross Incompetency. It condemns the placing of unfair burdens In the form of
taxation upon the Insurance companies as has been done in some of the
states, and "views with alarm" the
tendency already evidenced In Texas
and Arkansas to require that a large
proportion of the reserve value of life
Insurance written within the state
shaM be invested within that state.
"Thre Is no occasion for general
distrust of the life Insurance companies of America," snys the report,
"though It may well be doubted
whether all of the schemes of life Insurance which enjoy current popularity will bear scrutiny; and It Is certain
that the sentiment of fraternallsm Is
widely prostituted by the dishonest
and extravagant management of some
of the
fraternal orders. The
individual who misappropriates trust
funds deserves censure and punishment, but It Is Just as dishonest Jo
steal under protection of law as without it; It is just as dishonest for the
states to lay unholy hands on trust
funds as for an Individual, and the
states commit a monstrous Injustice
when they seek even partially to
maintain themselves by legislative
raids upon trust funds.
"At the St. Paul meeting of the association, your committee met the
conference of state Insurance
commissioners, attorneys general and
governors who had voluntarily undertaken to reform the insurance legislation of the country. There were
many of the state commissioners
present, but your committee learned
of no governor or attorney genera)
who attended. Excepting some half a
dozen commissioners, who seemed
notably
the attitude of
the commissioners appeared to your
committee to be one of hostility to the
companies, and their apparent general
desire-wa- s
to Increase their own powers without any corresponding checks
upon them. Instead of planning fof
more efficient supervision of the companies, or the protection of the Invest-menalready made by the great army
of policy holders. The bills submitted
to that conference had been prepared
by a previously appointed committee
of fifteen. None were approved by the
conference and the whole matter was
referred back to that committee of
fifteen, which, as your committee are
advised, met later In Chicago, and the
Insurance bills, which have flooded
the legislatures In session during the
past winter under the professed endorsement of the Insurance commissioners of the United States In conference with the governors and attorneys
general were. In some Instances, endorsed by a bare majority of a minority of that committee of fifteen;
that Is, to be specific, your committee
are Informed that a bill which with
some modification" was passed In Missouri and introduced In numerous
other state legislatures, and which
bars out of the state companies which
pay salaries to any official exceeding
a certain sum per annum, was prepared by a commissioner from one
of the states south of tho Ohio river,
comand put through the
mittee of fifteen by a vote of four to
three. Such legislation verges upon
hysterics and those responsible for It
must be actuated by an Insane hatred
of the few big companies whose presidents or managing officers receive
large salaries. Hut It does not follow
that because four out of seven of the
committee of fifteen regard 125,0011
or $50,0(10 per annum a the outside
limit of compensation for a man qualified to look Bfter the Investment of
trust funds amounting to hundreds of
millions of dollars, that the Judgment
of thene few ought to control, or that
the Interest of the policy holders In
these great life Insurance eompsnles
ought to he placed In Jeopardy because of their Implacable hostility.
"Insurance supervision I not only
demanded as a public right, but con
rs

.

SlortKiW HI IIiii'IhI Vault.
Pails, Aug. 27. A lawsuit the like
of which has never been known in
France, la down for a hearing before
the tribunal of the Seine. A prodigal bearing one of the most honored
names In French history, reduced to
the last extremity, mortgaged his family burial vault In Pere la Chaise.

ns

BULLIO

PROMOTERS

Mcl-epne-

j.

BUSINESS

1

Inwere killed and twenty-fiv- e
Kansas City, Mo., Aug. 27. Passencollision between
ger train No. 12 on the St. Louis and jured In a head-o- n
express
train bound from Bordeaux
San Francisco railroad, carrying Sec- 'an
retary of War Taft, was wrecked at 5 for Paris and a freight train. The
was
caused by a misplaced
accident
p. m. today, near Spring
Hill, Kas.
None of the passengers or trainmen switch.
were hurt. A switch flew open after
the engine and baggage car had WESTERN ROADS TO
passed over It, the mall car and
ADOPT SPEEDOMETER
coaches following being derailed and
dragged 500 feet along the ties. The
train was running slowly at the time
and the passengers escaped with a se- New Device Will Make for Smoother
Running I Belief.
vere shaking up. Secretary Taft aided
in reassuring the timid passengers.
The secretary was en route from
Aug. 27. The management
Springfield, Mo., to Kansas City, when ofChicago,
the Chicago and Northwestern railthe accident occurred. His train was road
is experimenting with a German
due here at 5:30, but the wreck de- speedometer
and expects to adopt it
layed him three hours, necessitating a
for general use on all passenger traína.
change in the plans for his entertainthe speedometer now in use
ment here. The automobile tour of Unlike
Burlington, the German invenon
the boulevards was abandoned and the tion the
placed,
instead of on the locois
public reception at the hotel Baltimore motive,
in one of the cars composing
was held an hour later than was first the
,
train.
Intended. United States Senator WarThe purpose in providing trains with
ner and other prominent republicana speed
recorders is to educate engineers
were in the Taft party.
to
for smoother running and
Spring Hill, the scene of the wreck. alsostrive
to educate train crews and staof
Is twenty-seve- n
miles southeast
tion crews to faster work at stations.
this city, In Johnson county, Kas.
The new machine not only records
A
the speed which the train makes, but
also records all stops and their duration. A complete check is thus kept
on the engine and train caews.
The speedometer Is enclosed In a
glass case and cannot be tampered
with unless the glass surrounding It
Is broken.

FOUR

PERIShIn
INCENDIARY FIRE

Oklahoma City. Okla.. Aug. 17.
Searching for exits from the death
trap that hemmed them. In on all
sides, four persons were burned to
deith early tndev In a fire on East
Grsnd avenue. The dead art:
LILLIAN HAYH.
VI KG IK WALLACE.

SADIE WA HI).
WALT Kit WAHD.
The fire Is believed to have been of
Incendiary origin.

Br Carrier,

-

ceded as such. The supervision should
not entail a financial burden upon the
state, but neither should the business
of the state be conducted at a profit;
when that occurs either one class of
taxpayers Is being robbed at the expense of another, or somebody connected with the state government has
a graft. Statistics furnished to the department of commerce and labor show
states in the year
that twenty-eig1902 received from t lie insurance companies, exclusive of taxes, over five
million dollars more than they expended In the supervision of these
companies. The figures prove that the
actual cost of such supervision to the
states Is but about ten per cent of
what they charge and receive for it;
but In at least one state a bill was
passed during the winter which Increased the burdens of the companies
for fees, thereby adding to the cost of
Insurance, and in the present state of
public sentiment, no insurance commissioner could secure a reduction of
these exactions even though some of
them believe they ought to be scaled
down. Many states tax companies of
other states at a higher rate than they
do their own, thereby making the
pay that much more for his
insurance as a penalty for patronizing
outside companies. Some states have
enacted laws under which Is exacted
that species of tax known as reciprocal, but which Is more aptly termed
retaliatory. This tax is a joy to the
state commissioner, whose conception
of his duty is to make a showing of
moneys collected, but the cost of insurance in the retaliating state is
thereby increased, and the tax is condemned and characterized as a, relic
of barbarism by many thoughtful
men.
"Your committee view with alarm
the growing tendency in many states,
already evidenced by enactments in
Texas and Arkansas, to require that
a large proportion of the reserve value
of life insurance written by anv company within the state shall be invested
within that state. Such a policy Is
open to two very serious objections.
The first is that such an interference
with the management of the company's business must seriously cripple
its efficiency, and thereby work an
injury to the
the very
class which the state is rightly solicprotect.
itous to
If such statutes shall
be passed in the other states, life insurance companies will be compelled
to scatter their assets and to maintain
In all states In which they are doing
business costly Investment agencies.
The result will Inevitably be to lower
the rate of Interest received for invested assets and to increase unnecessarily
the cost of efficient management. The
second objection to sueli enactments
Is
that they transcend the proper
bounds which should be set to state
interference with corporate activity.
They are merely restrictive, not regulative. Such statutes do not protect
citizens of the state against fraud or
unfair practices on the part or the
com pan if , nor do they materially aid
in securing to the policy-holdethe
discharge of matured obligations due
from Insurance
companies.
Th'lr
manifest purpose Is to compel these
companies to keep within the slate,
funds, which should, in accordance
with the spirit of the union of states
be permitted freely to seek the nm.st
profitable field nf "investment.".

PACKAGE FOB

d,
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EXPLOSION STARTLES
POSTOFFICE

Addressed

Three Hundred Curt I'psH: Nillc
Coiniiicml 'Huir Souls lo God.

V

lAlE

PRESIDENT DECIDES ON
DETAILS OF LONG VOYAGE

San Francisco
December, Going by
Way of Straits of Magellan,
Torpedo Boats Go Too,
in

Aug.

27.

appears

three-quarte-

rs

0

The admiral caught a train as
quickly as he could, but was delayed
by a breakdown on tho way here.
"What are you here for?" someone
asked (he admiral.
"1 wish you would tell me what I
am here for," he replied.
The reporters told Admiral Evans
they would see him later, to which he
replied:
"Not if I see you first."
The reporters were given to understand that the president's visitors were
to leave Oyster Hay on the 6:22 train,
hut they learned that the navy department, experts stole a march on
tlwin by going. In one of the
government
automobiles to Syof-set- ,
seven miles from here, on the Wading
River division of tho Long Island railroad, where they caught a train at
FUGITIVE GOVERNOR MAY
Ii:22 o'clock, which didn't get them t
Long Island City much before they
GO BACK TO KENTUCKY could have
arrived on the 6:10 from
here.
Secretary Loeb tonight changed hl
mind about giving out a statement In
issues Statement in Reply to regard
to the conference, and had this
Public Prosecutor's Guaran- to sav:
"The conference this afternoon between the president and Acting Secretee of Immunity; Desires tary
of the Navy Newberry, Rear Admiral Bownson, chief of the bureau of
Only Impartial Hearing
navigation, and Rear Admiral Evans,
was to decide some details In connection with the lleet going to tho PaIndianapolis, Aug. 27. William S. cí tic.
Taylor, former governor of Kentucky,
"The fleet Will consist of sixteen batwho has ! n a refugee In this state tleships and will start some time In
for seven years, Issued a statement In December; going through the Straits
answer to the proposition of Prosecut of Magellan, and up to San Francisco,
or Franklin to grant him Immunity If and will probably also visit Puget
he will testify In the Powers case.
Sound. The question of the route by
Taylor says that ho has already which It will return to the Atlantic
given a deposition In the case and that has not as yet been decided. The
It was the privilege
of Franklin to destroyer flotilla will leave for the Pa- o
him at that time, but cilio at about the same time a the
he did not do so. He then makes the fleet, but will not accompany It.
following proposition:
Among the president's visitors to"Inasmuch as Mr. Franklin abounds day were Commissioner Leupp, of the
In propositions
and promises, and bureau of Indian affair, Lawrence
seems enamored of the Idea that he Orahamen, aecretary of the .Interior
can do thing, I will say this: If he for Porto Rico, and Lincoln Stef-fen- s.
will In some way provide an absolute
guarantee, not merely a promise, a
guarantee that will Inspire confidence
among sensible,
honest
men; a guarantee the spirit of which
HELD
may not be violated though the letter
bo observed, that I will be given a fair
and impartial trial, I will gladly return to Kentucky and submit to trial.
"In other words, If Mr. Franklin
will cause what remains of the $100,-00- 0
corruption fund to be returned to
the treasury of Kentucky, no part of
It to be used In these prosecutions,
then, putting my case on the same
footing as other criminal cases, will Attorneys for Alleged, Revoluguarantee that all trial Juries In my
tionists Captured at Los Ancase will be composed of six upright
democrats and
like number of upgeles Claim Their Clients are
right republicans, will guarantee that
ball will be granted me within the
Much Abused Men.
limits of $100,000; will dismiss the Indictment against all parties used a
prosecuting witnesses, leaving them
free to testify without fear, coercion
Los Angeles, Aug. 27. The thr
or restraint, and last, hut by no means leged Mexican revolutionists raptured
least, will In advance by mutual agree- here last Friday were arraigned toment select an able, upright and Im- day on tho charge of resisting an ofpartial Judge to try my case, I will, ficer. The trial of Liberato Rivera
without any promise of Immunity vo- wa set fop September 3, and that of
to Ken- Ricardo Magon for September 4. They
luntarily and gladly return
tucky, not only to testify In the Pow- were each held under $1,000 ball.
ers case, but to submit myself to trial
Attorneys for Antonio Vlllarenl.
before a Jury of m native slate."
charged with being a fugitive from
Justice at El Paso, Texas, made a motion to have hi case transferred to
PLAN TOTEPLACE TROOPS
the t'nlted State district pourt for the
southern
WITH FILIPINO SCOUTS ment on district of California, Argu-tothis motion will be heard
morrow. Yiltureal will be tried on the
Substantial charge of resisting an officer SeptemWar Deparlnie.il
ber ?5.
In, rea
hi I'orce N ConTelegrams were received from the
templated.
authorltle at St. Louis asking that
the three men be held for trial In that
Washington, Aug 27. Inquiry at city. They are accused of jumping
bull there In the sum of $25,000 each,
report
a
from
Into
the war department
Japan that the authorities are pro- after having been Indicted by the
jecting an Increase of the military grand Jury.
Attorney for the accused men deforces In the Philippine hy the addition of thirteen regiment of native clared today:
troops, to bo officered by Americans,
"These are nothing but trumped up
Khow
that the story Is simply bused charges to get our client
bek to
by
Mexico,
on a recommendation
General
where they are wanted for
department
political
offense for which they canMill, in command of the
of tho Vlsayss, that the force of scouts not be extradited."
be Increased by fifty rómpanle. Thl
Thieve IamH Ocean Liner.
would make iiltogMhor hIhiuI four
regiment. The basis for the recomRome, Aug. 27. A gang of men
.i
the desire to reduce and women have been arrested at
mendation
charged with the thefts aboard
the expenso of the military establishment In the Philippine, for the addi- transatlantic atcamer. especially those
If
allowed,
belonging to the Naplr-Xtional force of scouts,
York
to replace an equal number of the lln. An enormous amount of stolen
are
troop,
which
much
property,
a
American
clocks, linen, chin,
uch
morn expensive.
and wines, wn" seined bv the police.
The nuil, hsve been found to be and It required thre carl to convey
easily maintained on the food nf the It to the police station.
country and to be patient and loyal
The prisoner had numeren pawn
ni all times, .
ticket for Jewelry In their jmssesMon,
Meet.

ONLY FAIR

CHANGF, IN

DESTRUCTION IN PATH OF
PEKIN TO PARIS RACE

iCE 5 CENTS

Oyster Bay. Aug. 27. Acting SecreTho exploto have been a tary of the Navy Newberry, Rear Adlarge package of percussion caps, ad- miral Bownson,
head of the naval
dressed to Secretary of the Treasury board, and Rear Admiral Evans, cams
Cortelyou. created great excitement in to Sagamore Hill to discuss with Presithe Philadelphia postofllce today. The dent Roosevelt the proposed assempackage, which was collected by Clerk bling of
an Immense fleet In Paclfflc
Roberts In the northern portion of the
All the
city, was about four Inches long, two waters in the near future.
president's
viators went out of town
inches wide and
of an by an unexpected
to
routo
dodge the
Inch thick. When the clerk brought reporters,
and Secretary Loeb, when
the steel cancelling stamp down on the questioned
about
the
conference,
said
package it exploded and was torn to
pieces. The cancelling clerk escaped that no statement concerning it would
made. He didn't deny that the big
unhurt. The pieces of paper were put be
Pacific fleet was the subject under distogether and the package was found cussion.
to have been addressed to Secretary
Secretary Newberry and Read AdCortelyou. Washington, D. C, the ad- miral
Brownson got here on the 12:2'dress having been cut from a news- train and
went at once to Sagamore
paper and pasted on.
Chief Inspector James It. Cortel- Hill. They wouldn't be interviewed,
you, a brother of the secretary, is try- saying that they might make a stateafter the conference. Admiral
ing to solve the mystery surrounding ment
wns also expected on the noon
Most of the postofllce Evans
the explosion.
train,
but he wired that his train had
ofllcials incline to the belief that the been delayed
and that he would, come
package was mailed as a joke and later.
that there was not sufficient explosive
Admiral Evans got in on the 3:10
in it to harm anyone.
What was in
He said that when he first got
the package aside from the explo- train.
notification to Join the conference he
sive the oftlcials refuse to state.
was fifty miles off the Chesapeake
Capes, on his flagship, the Connecticut,
which Is maneuvering with the first
and second divisions of the Atlantic
Philadelphia,

sion of what

rs

dell-nlte- ly

y

Treasury Fleet to Start for

to Have
Contained Percussion Caps;
Officials Believe It a Joke,

s,

FEDERAL IIAXKIUIT LAW
Several amendments to the present
bankruptcy law Including an enlargement of the definition of insolvency
and n recommendation that the association npprove both the uniform sales
act and the uniform warehouse
net. were included In the report
of the committee on commercial law.
The changes In the bankruptcy law
advocated by the report are made under the heads: in the statutory defi
nition and proof Insolvency In facl;
in the enumeration of acts of bankruptcy: and In respect to the person
or persons qualified to make affidavit
bankto a petition In involuntary
ruptcy.
The report says:
The present restricted statutory defi
nition of Insolvency has been much.
criticised and is certainly practically
embarrassing in matter of proof. It
Is said to protect a debtor whose property Is not quickly convertible, but on
the other hand It may operate to put
creditors at the debtor's mercy. The
committee believe that the definition
of Insolvency In fact should be enlarged and that the statute should
provide that Insolvency may be further proven by one of the three following circumstances, viz.: by return
of nulla bona to a writ of fieri facias;
by proof of inability1' to pay debts In
due course of business as they mature.
This to be limited to commercial classics; by tho appointment of a receiver
for a copartnership or corporation
which Is Insolvent and the committee
further recommend that the enumeration of acts of bankruptcy be modified
or enlarged ho as to coincide with
the new definitions of Insolvency In
fact. The committee further recommend an amendment to the statute so
bankruptcy may be made b;!rlllsforh
that it may provide that the affidavit
to a petition In Involuntary bankruptcy
may be made by petitioning creditors
or by their agents or attorney.
of the great ImIn consideration
portance of uniformity In the law of
sales and the law of warehouse receipts, the committee recommend the
approval by the association of both thi
uniform sales act and the uniform
warehouse receipts, and that a special
committee or special committees, of
the association be appointed to secure
their passage by the legislatures of
those states which have not already
adopted that Including their adoption
by congress for the district of Columbia. The committee suggest, however,
that the bill concerning warehouse receipts might be Improved In one pa
that Is, by making It more
protect fhe rights of the transferee of a finder of a warehouse receipt, and that the attention of the
commissioners on uniform slate laws
As
should he called to this matter,
now drafted the transferee of a fraudulent holder is definitely protected,
but protection Is not extended to lit'
transieren of a Under, and there Is thus
a possible diminution nf negotiability
resulting In the necessity of proving
by a hlder that he Is entitled to hold
the receipt. The committee do not Intend this suggestion to he a limitation
of approval of the bill In question,
but recommend the endorsement of
both laws In their entirety.
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Committee of American Bar
Association Gives Results of
Exhaustive Investigation Into
Disastrous Ha road Wreck In France.
Recent Legislation Thereon,
Coutrás, France, Aug. 27. Ten
per-so-

Prospects for
a mutually satisfactory settlement of
the telegraphers' strike appear to be
no more promising today than they
were a week aso.
Officials of the Western Union Telegraph company stated positively today that they will treat with no representatives of the labor organizations
under any circumstances. On the
other hand, the strike leaders declare
that none of their hopes are based on
They have accepted as
arbitration.
final the expressions of the company's
officials, they say, and are prepared
to prolong the strike until the next
session of congress, If necessary."
"We Rre going to keep up the struggle until the business Interests of the
country force congress to act," said
President Small of the Commercial
Telegraphers'
this morning.
union
"We will be able to hang on until the
next session of congress. I don't believe, however, that the Postal and
Western Union companies will be able
to hold out for that length of time.
In fact, we have received reliable advices that the companies have about
reached the end of their resource"
At the official headquarters In the
Astor house there was less activity
than on any previous day since it wan
opened, and much of the time J:he
iooms were deserted. In the place of
frequent official statements from the
strikers they Issued the first number
of their dally paper, Fair l'lay, which
was sold by newsboys and members of
the union. It had been planned to
auction off the first one hundred numbers of the paper from the steps of
the city hall, but permission could not
be obtained, and it had to be disposed
of In the usual way. The paper contains a general history of the strike
from the union side, and in temperate
language seeks to point out wherein
the strike is just and entitled to the
support of all fair minded citizens.
R. M,
first vice president
of the local union, who has been wltn
the New York club on its annual
cruise In connection with telegraphic
work, returned yesterday and was
placed In charge of the strikers' headquarters at Everett Hall. It will be
his duty to hold the men together and
see that! there are no desertions. The
finance committee was busy most of
the day receiving applications for help
and a considerable sum of money was
paid to those who reported that their
resources .were exhausted.
While the strike leaders proclaimed
their confidence In ultimate victory
as loudly as at any previous time, it
was evident on all sides that the two
weeks' strain Is beginning to tell on
the Btrlkers and that many of them
are extremely anxious to have the
trouble settled one way or another.
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Taris. Aug. 27. The Mátln corren
spondent, accompanying the De
cars taking part in the I'ekln
to I'srls automobile race, who Is now
In Berlin, says he counted the number of cart they passed between po.
kln and the t'rxl mountains and that
they numbered 342. The victim In
variably made the sign of the cross
and commended their soul to God.
Dlon-llouto-

w

THE ALBUQUERQUE

EXPECTED

ill

DISAPPOINTS

purpose on a charge of taking part In
an "unlawful assembly likely to cause
riot."
Farrell has been holding meetings
throughout his constituency at which
exciting scenes occurred between the
nationalists and members of the Sinn
Keln society. In addition many cattle have been driven from the grazing lands of the district, which the
prosecution alleges was encouraged by
Farrell and other speakers.
Large forces of police are. being dispatched here, trouble being anticipated.
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Comepoititenee Mrnlng Jonrnal
A lee. X. M.. Aug. 27.
The Karin-Ing'o- n
fair this'vear will be held September 17. IS, 19 and 20, and will be
the largest and best ever held In San
fSp'.-tu-

National I 'a true.
Philadelphia. 5;
Philadelphia
Pittsburg. 2.
At Boston Boston, 2; Cincinnati, 3.
At Brooklyn Brooklyn, 0; Chicago, J.
At Xew York New Yoik, 1; St.
Louis, 0.
Western
At Pueblo Pueblo, 1; Denver, 0.
At Omaha Omaha, 2; Lincoln, 1.
At

COLONEL TUCKER

l'

Executive Names Second Day
of September as Date to be
Jui i county. The exhibition of fruit
Observed in Recognition of will be made an especial feature, although grain, vegetables, live stock
Hin1 all the rest will appear to best
Labor,

SEIS

ullage.
Heavy rains In this section the past
ten days have put the range In line
condition and Irrigating ditches out of
commission. Sheen and cuttle are
high and In good shape.
The Aztec public school will open
September it, with the addition of one
more teacher to the force. The new
school building for which bonds were
will not be
voted the past spring
ready for occupancy for severul
months.
Apple growers hereabouts are offering to contract apples at $1 f0 per
box. while the best offers so far have
been $l.2.'i. The crop will be above
half of last year's quantity and far
superior In quality. San Juan
deserves the name, "The Frostproof County."

Governor George Curry has insued
sn ol fill.
proclamation designating
the second day of September as Ijdior
day, ami recommending that It be appropriately observed In the territory.
Th proclamation I
follón:
Territory of Xew Mexico, Kxecutlve
Office. Labor Iay proclamation.
Whereas, the laws of the 1'nited
States of America designate the first
Monday In September of each year as
a legal holiday to be known as Labor
day. ami
Whereas, the general observando of
the day so wisely approved by
to promote n higher appreciation
of the dignity of labor anil the great
work It Is doing in building up our
beloved country by the development of
Its various resources, and a due recognition of the day bv all the people,
will tend to the cultivation of friendly
feeling between labor and rapltnl, and
promote the happiness of the mases.
Now. therefore, I, George Curry,
govrrstr of the territory of Xew Mexico, do herebv proclaim and declare
Monday, the 2d day of September. A.
1 earI. J9i7. a legal holiday,all and
business of
nestly recommend that
whatever nature, excepting such a I
absolutely necewnary. be suspended on
that day. that all who desire may have
an opportunity to observe the day In
such manner as may aeem to them
proper and fitting.
Iione at the executive office this the
dny of August, A. I. 17.
2th
Witnena my hand and the great seal
of the territory of New Mexico.
GKOHGK cumr.
Py the governor.
J. W. P.AYXnl.DS,
Secretary of Xew Mexico,
con-ittfa-

m

IRISH LAWMAKER ON
TRIAL FOR RIOTING
Longford. Ireland. Aug. 27 James
p i;irell, an lrlh nationalist memfor North lngford,
ber of pnrllnine-riami foity others were arrested early
tlila morning and are now being tried
by u spetüu court conveucd ior the

cer-tdln- ly

THIRD RATE POWERS
SUPPORT BRAZILIANS
Itlo Janeiro, Aug. 27. It Is officially
announced here that Switzerland,
Denmark, Servia,
Greece,
China, Persia, Argentina, Colombia,
Kcundor. Mexico, Paraguay nnd Uruguay will support the llrazillan propoof
sition regarding the organization
the International high court of Justice
Hague.
at The
Hott-manl- a,

SHARP ENGAGEMENT
NEARCASA BLANCA
Casa nianca, Aug, 27. A sharp engagement took place yesterday afternoon between the French forcea and
the Moors about six miles from General Jirude's camp. A reconnolterlng
party of Spahs came In touch with
the enemy and a heavy Are. ensued.
4.

Lincoln sh lis ( rack lit. lo-r- .
Lincoln. Neb.. Aug. 27. Kddle
the cra k pitcher of the Lincoln base ball club and one of the
twirling stars of the Western league,
haa been sold to the Huston American
league team for 12.600, Ctrotte hi lo
tlnlsh the Western league season with
Lincoln and join Hostoti after the
tuiUdlu bt Bvptembor,

e,
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Uses Strong Language in Telegraph Office to Effect That
He is Going to Stay in Raton,
(Special Dlanaicn

U lh

Morning

Journal

Baton, X. M., Aug. 27. Colonel W.
F. Tucker, paymaster of the department of the Irakés, United States
army, and a
of the late
(ieneral John A. Logan, Is still the
In
this city. Colo
center of Interest
nel Tucker's wife, It Is said, has attempted to secure his dismissal from
the service on the ground of his
friendship for Mrs. Myrtle Leone
Piatt, and It Is said has applied for a
divorce In Chicago. Mrs. Piatt I still
In the city and Colonel Tucker Is stopping at the homo of her brother, C. M.
Frey.
It Is understood that Colonel Tucker
had arranged to leave for Santa Fe,
suddenly
this plan tiling abandoned
when Colonel Tucker learned that his
whereabouts were known to the department In Washington.
It Is reported that he used some
very vigorous language In the telegraph office when he received this
news, and declared that he would remain in Baton until his leave of absence expired. It Is understood that
Colonel Tucker, who Intended to call
on Governor Curry, wired the executive regretting that he would be unable to come to Sunta Fe.
Apparently tht same plalonle condition exists here which has marked
idyll for the last
the Tucked-Iiat- t
seven years. A black horse and
top buggy drives to the door
where waits the Colonel In gray funnels and white Panama bat, for the
little woman in checked suit. Mrs.
Piatt's pale fare tells the story of 111
health, but she U gradually Improving.
The days are spent In driving
and the after dinner hour Willi the
Prey children at the horns of Mm.
Piatt' brother.
son-in-la- w

.

Bread
with or without caraway
seeds.
Our Hot Rolls at 5 o'clock
are proving very popular,
in two shapes
Parker
House and Vianna. Any
special shape or size
made special for you, if
you tell us before 12
o'clock noon.
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Jaffa Grocery
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The Fisher Comic Opera company
will appear at the Klks' opera house
for three nights, the latter part of
September, being the third attraction
to play here during that month.
John Fisher, manager of the troupe,
has communicated with O. A. Matson,
manager of the theater here, stating
that the company will present three
comic operas during Its engagement
In Albuquerque.
From present arrangements the theatrical season will open September
18th with "Zeke, the Country Boy." nt
the Elks' opera house nnd on the 17tli
by the Boston Ideal Opera company
for a two weeks' engagement at the
Casino.
The West Minstrels will also appear
here during September at the Elk.)'
theater, several days before the Flslur
show returns.
The Denver Republican says:
The success of the John C. Fisher
light opera organization at the Tabor
Grand has been so phenomenal In the
way of attracting the crowds, and has
delighted the patrons of the Tabor to
such an extent, that It was deemed
advisable by the management to continue the stay of his organisation for
at least a month more. Therefore, the
Fisher company, with its seventy popular players, Is to remarh. The announcement of the continuance of
their stay was made only last Wednesday night, yet when the sale of seats
opened on Thursday for the present
week, a long lltlc had gathered.
At the bargain matinee this after- are our drllrluui nourishing bread sod
noon, tonight and on Tuesday and hrsllhy growing children. Your children
Wednesday nights, the musical suc- nnd our hrtud should be Inscpiirnlils. 1'lnntj
cess, "The Telephone Olrl." will be of Hut Irr Craim Itrrad anil (mid, sweet butpresented, while for the balance of the ter will me many
doctora' bill. All of our
week, beginning Thursday, that allurhuke itun are a delight to the didnljr mi all
ing musical play, "The Belle of
will be revived, of all the IIiiim.
pieces presented, these two musical
BAKERY
comedies drew forth the largest audiences. Therefore, It was decided to
207 SO. MUST ST.
present these two bills for the present
week.
Many may ask why a new bill was
not put on, but this was an Impossibility. oing to the lateness of the arrangements made for the company's
stay, which would have given only
four days In which to build a production, and It would be a physical
impossibility for the players to get up
It
In their parts In no short a time.
could have been done, but Manager
best,
only
the
Fisher, who will have
would not take the chance of spoiling
011 a
by
putting
good
reputation
his
piece unless It was letter perfect.
e
The presentations of "The
Girl" and "The Belle of New
York" will give playgoers another opFURNITURE, CROCKERY,
portunity of seeing that able comedian, George F Mack. In his two
STOVES AND RANGES
best (diameters,, that of linns Nix,
the telephone t Inspector, and Von
Pumpernickel, the polite lunatic. Mr.
117 COLD 'AVENTE.
Mack hiu become a great favorite In
vtiuracters, and
his portrayal uf tht--
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EXTENDS TO DUPOSITOItS KVKKY ritOPEH ACCOMMODATION
AND SOLICITS NKW ACCOUNTS.
CAPITAL
I150.000.M.
Officers and Director:
OLOMON LUNA, rretfdent.
W. J. JOHNSON,
W. 8. BTIUCKLFJl,
AsdsU&t Outlier
Vlot President ami Cashier.
G IX) BOB A KNOT.
WILLIAN lácINTOSIL
A-- M. BLACK W ELL.
1. CL BALDIUDGB.
O. E. CROMWELL,

,

they are without question his best efforts.
Gertrude Millingtoii will, of course,
be seen as Kstellc and Fifi, while May
Bouton, the charming prima donna,
will be given another opportunity in
the roles of Beauty Fairfax, t ho music hall singer,
and the Salvation
Army lassie, not forgetting Arthur
Deane, who will have another chance
in the part of the mixed ale pugilist.
One tiling is certain with the presentation of these two plays, there will bino falling off in attendance, for both
of the pieces are exceedingly wiy,
and the musical numbers are sueh
that they can-- be heard again and
again with a V, rent ileal of pleasure.
It will ulso give the company more,
than a week's lime to get up In the
bill which Is to follow, and which Is
to be none other than the musical success, "The
Slavey."

t
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'Good Things to Eat."
Stall Orders l'illcil Sanio Day
as Kcctivcil.

Tele-phon-
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AND UNSURPASSED FACILITIES

Neighbors,
they know how good our
Bakery Goods are.

The
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The Superior Planing Mill Is now equipped Jto do all kinds of mill
work at prices that defy competition. Call or write for prices before placing your order for anything made by a first class mill.

also

day.

nfint

i"

Our Coffee Cakes in two
kinds, Crescent Loaf and
German Cinnamon Cake;
Cinnamon Rolls,
Raised Doughnuts, Good
Cakes made fresh every

regiments of full peace strength, and
he declares that the continued absence
of so many ofllcers renders more apparent and evident the necessity for
some legislation giving two ofllcers af
least to a company or troop at all
times.
General Meyer renews the recom
mendation of most of his predecessors
relative to the removal of the canteen
restrictions upon the sale of malt
liquors. He says there has been a general decrease in the number of trials
by court martial,
averaging
about
8 per cent, while the number of trials
for desertion far exceeds that of any
other crime or charge.

ar

BALDRJDGE'S

For Lumber, Shingles, and Lath. Large stock of Windows, Doors
Paints, Oils, Brushes, Cement, Building Paper, always on hand

,

al

constructed Into the Burro mount-PopulComic 0M'ia Aggregation
Concludes Arrangements Willi Manager of 1x'al TlM'Htcr.

ALBUQUERQUE. NEW MEXICO- -

SAFETY DEPOSIT BOXES FOR RENT

Rye

Meyer, commanding the department of Texas, in his annual report
takes the ground that the pay of enlisted men should be increased, particularly that of
offi
cers. He also favors legislation In
creasing the Infantry by at least ten

Is

--

Graham Bread,

In line with

COME LATE NEXT MONTH

FIRST NATIONAL BAM

also

Also Kecoinniciicls Increased Pay for
Knlisteil Personnel.

FISHER COMPANY WILL

ALBUQUERQUE,

We want you to use it.
It is made to please you.
We make several shapes:
Poppy Seed Twists
Vianna Loaves,
French Loaves,
Cream Loaves,

TEXAS COMMANDER
FAVORS ARMY CANTEEN

(Jen-er-

The State National Bank

KRACK KREAM BREAD.

down-trodde-

27.

THAT IS WHAT WE STRIVE TO DO AT ALL 1 .MES,

our

"American Block, per ton $7.00.
Terms cash."
Let the poor consumer brace up and"
grasp at this straw.
Maybe the millenium has come and
there is going to be a coal war.
Perhaps the sinister rumor of a
combination has been but the morbid
n
fancy of some
head of
a family, who has brooded over the
bills until he Is not responsible.
At any rate It is pleasant to think
of the rosy possibility. Suppose the
coal war should wax warm and the
price, say. should, by degrees, drop
down to $5, or $4 or but there! It
Is too good to be true.
Anyhow, coal has developed a sudden activity and the market reports
will be watched with tragic interest.
What if there should be another
slump tomorrow ?

Washington. Aug.

h

The greatest possible service to the greatest possible
number of people in the greatest posible number of.
ways.

COMFY

It's better than ever now

fifty-cents-

other department commanders,

r

What a Bank Should Give

"Good Things to Eat."

going to be the
scene of a coal war?
Will the time come when the Common Geezer will he given n green
trading stamp with each ton and presented with a premium at the end of
the month?
Yesterday morning the advertisements of the local dealers showed that
the long threatened rise of fifty cents
had come to pass. There it was, staring menacingly ai tne defenseless
public:
"American Block, per ton $7.00.
Terms cash."
This morning it will be noted that
In one establishment the black diamonds have taken a slump. Down
the toboggan the price has gone, back
to the price of day before yesterday.
"American Block, per ton $6.50.
Terms cp.sh."
This In Itself is enough to bewilder
the consumer. .Nevertheless, it gives
him a ray of hope. But .behold in the
advertisement of Another well known
dealeV, the slump doth not appear.
:
There Is still yesterday's raise of

10.

BIB (HIE

Exhibition of San Juan County
fruit Expected to Break a
f ew Records
Heavy Rains
Lcncfit Crops,

PROCLAIMS

GROCERY

Is Albuquerque

n.

A

THE JAFFA

sells Another Taken to
icate There is No Combination-Dream
of a Coal War,

Discover;

t

INTEREST ALLOWED ON SAVINGS DEPOSITS

Ind-

DOWN
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t
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MEXICO

NEW

Capital and Surplui, $100.000.00.

Fact That One Dealer Under-

T0WNSITE COMPANY'S

URS

VIE

MONTEZUMA TRUST COMPANY

CEIIT SLUMP

Follows
Smoke Hides Sun for Hours.
READ YFOR LYNCHERS
Ornnd Forks, N. U, Aug. 27. A
That the Titles to the Town
prairie fire swept over section 24 In
Hyp township, Grand Forks county,
Lots are Not Clear,
yesterday afternoon, and burned over
Negro Arrested for Murder of a about
320 acres of meadow. The smoke
from the fire obscured the sun In (Special lllapiilch to
the Mornlna Journal.)
Pennsylvania Policeman Will Grand
Forks for a couple of hours.
Wlllard, N. M., Aug.. 27. More or
less confusion has been prevailing In
Live to Pay Penalty of the
this trlving town during the lnt few
days
following the discovery that some
Law for His Crime.
BELIEVES
doubt exists as to the validity of the
titles held by purchasers of town
tracts.
The territorial authorities
Easton, Pn Auk. 27. There l.
have failed to recognize as valid the
much excitement about the county
scrip held by the Wlllard Land and
jail due to a rumor from South lieth-leheimprovement company which laid out
that a party of determined
the town. John Becker, president of
Ironworkers had left there to romo
the John Becker company, of Belen,
to the county neat to lynch William
and one of the best known business
Handy, a colored miner from South
men in the territory, is th chief owner
Carolina,
Handy la In jail charged
of the site, Colonel William H. berger
with the murder of Policeman
of Helen, and Mr. Dunlavy of this
last night.
place being associated
with Mr.
The sheriff was aroused and ordered
Becker.
all the deputies and the trusty prisMr.
acquired
When
Becker
the land
oners armed to rexlst the threatened
some Ave years ago he failed to place
attack. All the entrances to the prison GOVERNOR REFUSES TO
on record the scrip which he received
were double barred and the entire pothe Indians with whom the
ACCEPT RESIGNATION from
lice force was stationed about the jail
transaction was made. Since the orfor the purpose of Riving the exganization of the Wlllard company.
pected lynchers a warm reception.
Th mob failed to show up. however, Executive Wins Friends in San Mr. Becker has been endeavoring to
have the scrip recorded, but so far has
and the defenders of the Jail were disbeen turned down. He has, It Is said.
missed at dawn.
Juan County by Retaining another chance through the territorial
attempted to arrest
Shurnaker
supreme court and should it refuse
Hardy last niRht and the negro shot
to permit him to tile the scrip, Wlllard
Penitentiary Commissioner,
and killed him. letter poliieman Mwill probably become a community
edie managed to capture the negro. A
township, and Mr. Becker will be comcrnwil of angry men surrounded the
Special
Cnrrcapondence
Morning
Journal.) pelled to refund the purchase money
prisoner and beat him up badly beAztec, X. M.. Aug. 26. Governor to all who have purchased land on the
fore the ofilcer could land hltn In Jail.
The purchasers, however,
Today Handy professes to be ignor- George Curry has made many new townsite.
ant of the happenings of last night. friends In San Juan county by his ac were all given receipts for their money
The charge on which Shurnaker at- tion in declining the resignation of with the understanding that they were
tempted to arrest Handy was that of Hon. Price Walters as a member of to receive title to the land or their
money back.
Insulting women on the street.
the board of penitentiary commissionIt is understood that $15,000 has
upon been
ers. Mr. Walters Immediately
paid the company for land which
inauguration
Curry's
Governor
sent will
to be refunded should the
his resignation to take effect at the scrip have
be finally rejected.
It will then
STATE
pleasure of the governor. He has re- be necessary
for the residents of Wllceived the following reply, and will ac- lard to secure title under the homecede to the governor's wishes in the stead act.
matter:
Some time ago the company refused
Santa Fe, X. M., Aug. 10.
to sell several certain lots near the
Hon. Price Walters, Aztec, X. M.
OH BLACK HAND
Santa Fe Cenrral depot at Wlllard for
Dear Sir: Yours of August JO, ten- $5.000 each, but since the people have
dering your resignation at a member learned of company's predicament,
of the board of penitentiary commis- ment, they have taken forcible possessioners Is at hand. I understand from sion of the lots, fenced them in and
the tenor of your communication that have already begun to improve und
Pennsylvania Authorities
you simply resign in order to allow erect residences upon the land in
to be free to make another ap- "squatter" fashion.
Endeavor to Get Rid of Mur- me
pointment if I deem proper.
People here are naturally manifestI have made some Incluirles
since I ing great Interest In the matter and
derous Italian Society,
have been In office as to the members the decision of the supreme court is
of this board, and under the circum- looked forward to with some apprestances I shal' decline to accept your hension. It is hoped that the company
Ilarrisliiirg. Pa., Aui?. "7. An ef- resignation and I request that you may be permitted to tile the scrip,
fective w;ir, it Is announced, is being continue on the board, for I feci sat- which would give a clear title to the
continue land in Wlllard, enabling the Wlllard
;irei BK'iliiMt the IMack Hand society isfied that you have, inand willInstitution,
the
through Pennsylvania
Land anil Improvement company to
by the state to take, an interest
conMabiilury. and Indications are that that you are In favor of an honest conlnue to exist.
Wlllard has become one of the most
the iroops will soon rid the common- am) economical administration of the
which is all prosperous and promising young towns
wealth of its murderous organization. affairs of the penitentiary,
any
I
require
of
official.
that
of the territory and the difficulty about
The stale police authorities are in
Hoping that you will continue as a the scrip i.s most unfortunate.
of Information that the Plack
respectI
am
of
board.
this
member
Wlllard Is to have a manufacturing
Hand operations are directed from a
GEOUGK C'l'lt it Y,
industry that will eventually be the
in New York, fully yours,
central headquarters
Governor.
making of this little city. It 1s a manand that agents actually engaged in
Mr. Walters, It will be remembered, ufacturing company which is to make
the work of Intimidation are not all
foreigners, some Americans being im- was the member of the board who cement blocks and glazed brick. The
plicated. More than fifty arrests have discovered the now famous spanking experts of the llrm have mudo an exbeen mude by the state police In the machine found to have been used in haustive investigation of the land adlast six months in connection with the penitentiary on convicts under the jacent to Willard und they report that
regime.
there Is enough stone lyinx about Hi 1.4
these operations, nearly all being llur-uicity to keep the company busy nukfined or imprisoned.
ing glazed brick and cement blocks
for many years to come. The new
Army.
KhNt lnil-Vfactory will employ a large number
Perlin, Aug- 27. Kmperor William,
of men.
in replying to an address of welcome
by the burgomaster of Hanover yesYKSTKKII.WS BASK BALL (iAMKS.
terday said:
"We have to thank the gracious disAmerica 11 llague.
BE
FAIR
pensation of heaven, also the swords
Detroit, 4; Washington,
At
Detroit
It
has been
of our trusty troops, that
3.
possible to maintain peace so long."
. At Xew York Xew York, 15; Bus-toShu-mak-
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ALBUQUERQUE.

SOME T

Peace Awiiroil in Central America.
City of Mexico. Aug. 27. It Is announced here that :eace In Central
America Is now assured through the
Intervention of the United States and
Mexico. Formal statements will probably be Issued within a few days.
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r sale cheap.

APPEtlDAGE PLANT WILL RUN

COII

IS

One third Intereat In a good new town of
elshty aerea, aurveyexj and platted hear th
San Pedro Copper Minea. In good farming
country.
Aa my family la In poor health I desire to
make a change. I also offer a good buainesa
house nnd lot In Estancia at a bargain.
Now ronta for $10 per month.,

BY DECEMBER

U

Officials of Tie and Timber DeADOKK89
partment of Santa Fe InC. ASHER,V
specting Work of Erecting
Mr, Daniels' Justlv Celebrated
Eslanelii. New Mexico.
Pickling Works,
i
Skyrocket
Somewhat
s
THE "SHORT LINE"
Dimmed by the Moonlight of The work of constructing the.
GRAND TOTAL ALREADY
Pe tie treating plant south of To the Mining Camps of ColoLate,
the city, is progressing rapidly. Three
REACHES THREE BILLIONS!
prominent officials of the tie and tim- rado, Utah and Nevada;
to
ber departments spent yesterday inDenver, Colorado Springs and
The comet discovered on June 10 by specting the new plant.
Daniels, of the Princeton
George E. Rex, assistant superintenRoosevelt Held Blameless for Zaccheus
astronomical observatory, has contin- dent. of the tte and timber depart- Pueblo, is by way of Santa Fe
'
ued almost steadily to Increase In ment,, with headquarters In Chicago, New Mexico, and the
Financial
Which brightness
Distress
and vimbllity, and is still visited the new plant with F. M.
on object of great Interest to Albuchief engineer of the western
Henry Clews Believes Due to querque
rs.
The head is grand division, stationed at La Junta.
ns
conspicuous
star.
I).
as
about
the Pole
C. Rurkhalter, superintendent of DENVER & RIO GRANDE
Overabundant Prosperity,
At present, owing to the dimming
the Las Vegas tie treating plant,

VALUES

28, 1907.
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THRILLS

ÁND

THRONGS!,

TOT

W.

new-Sant-

Pis-be-

ISpíílul Corrohpnintence Morning Journal.
New York, Aug, 24. The shrinkage
In Wall street values has alrendy ex- i $3.000,000,000.
Thiss is largely
due, not to President Roosevelt's .pol- icy or his actions in connection with
corporations; for Bimilar disturbances
have taken place in London and elsewhere. English consols, for instance,
are lower today than they have been
in the history of the nation.
As a
matter of fact we have had in this

fluence of the moonlltrht or other cp- I lestial objects,
the tail does not now
appear quite as distinctly as it did u
few days ago, but a week or so hence
e Y'"1 le almost Imper-- ,
thaf. J"flu,?"f
1,10 tall has recently had
ecotible.
j
IonKth o more thpn tWfmtv (igl.ees
,
This comet is probably the brightest
( seen
for about a ouarter of a cen- tury. The meat majority of these
bodies cannot be seen without the aid
telescope.
of
The Daniels comet rises In the east
3
nt
o'clock in the morning or shortly afterward, and Is seen to the best
advantage a Uttle before the earliest
Indications or dawn say at 4:30.
Since it was first discovered it has
traveled to the eastward. Several
weeks ago it was in the constellation
of Taurus. Last week it passed between Procvon (the Little Dog star)
and the brightest stars In Gemini,
Cnstor and Pollux. Just now it is In
Cancer, and by Sunday, September 1,
it will be near the brightest star
(Alpha) in that constellation. The
path it is following would, If extended
In imagination, run
pretty close to
Regulas, in the handle of the sicklelike system of stars in I.eo, but Leo
does not come above the horizon now
until about two hours after the comet.
I

i
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ramtV
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New Mexico's

PONTIFF REPORTED

RAILROAD

Through the fertile San
Valley; also to the San
country of Colorado,
For Information

Luis

Juan

"S

v

-

X

-

,,

nnual Territoria

Twenty-Seven- th

e,

spent yesterday in the city.
Xone of the above officials had anything new in the tie treating line to
report except to state that the local
plant would be in operation before
December.
Fifteen thousand logs from the timber regions north orf Domingo are expected to arrive hero soon to be stored
uway for pickling at the Albuquerque
plant.

1
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CONFETTI!

CARNIVAL AND

in
Association

October 7th to 12th Inclusive
Albuquerque, New Mexico.

ns to rates, tmln

descriptive lllcrotare. dilres
S. K. HOOPER,
General Passenger and Ticket Ajen
DENVER. COLO

"

GHT1

FLAW!"

Tll

country too much prosperity for several years, causing an overdoing in all
channels of work, construction and
SERIOUSLY ILL
speculation. In other words, there
has been too much business for capiAT CONEY ISLAND FIRST, WHITE CITY NEXT, AND AT DENVER NOW.
tal, credit and transportation. Values
had become inflated, and In the meanHealth Breaks Down From the
while, there were many evidences of
Anti-CleriWorry Over
To Colorado and Eastcorporate dishonesty which shocked
Outbreak in Italy,
confidence by the revelations
that
ern points. On sale
cropped out from time to time. Mr.
lioosevelt's policy has been forced
Absolutely the same show, the same management! Presents a wonderful drama of
Rome, Aug. 27. it Is a current rudaily until September
upon him by these developments.
mor In Vatican circles that the Pope
While the penalty now being paid may
Is seriously 111, having been affected by
metropolitan life. The fire alarm, an outburst of flames, thrilling rescues all of the
30. Return limit Octobe bitter for the excesses that have
despondency over
the
j
;i
place,
be
taken
the situation will
outbreaks in Romo and throughout
marvelous feats of a modern fire department. Uses two streets and many buildings;
ber 31. Rates to prinsounder one Jn the end and all inter- USE ALLEN'S F00T-EAS- E
Italy.
ests will be established upon a more A powder to bo sliakon Into tho ahoea. If you
It is certain that his consulting phytwo fire engines, two hose wagons, one hook and ladder one patrol wagon, one autocipal points.
conservative basis. Great prosperity havo tlrod aching feet, try Allen'a
sician, Dr. Peaccl. was called to the
It rents tho foet and makes new or Vatican twice during the present
has forced upon corporations a larger
firemen, ten policemen and ninety actors a city in itself. Also the
mobile, thirty-fiv- e
amount of business than they had the tlliht ahoea easy. Cures nclilnp, swollen feet. week. It is not believed here that, the
pain
and
bunlnna
all
Relieves
of
enfna
and
Hooding
to
of
ability
handle; hence the
of Pius X is In any way Denver and Return
$23.70
rest and comfort. Try tt today. Sold condition
the market with securities to obtain (elves
by alt Druntflats
and Shoe Stores, 25c. alarming, but he is known to be earnthe means to meet the emergency and Don't
accept any substitutes.
For FREE est and sincere In his effort to do the Colo, Springs and return$20.75
ell
tlie excessive issues from that source. trial package, also Free Sample of the best possible for the church which he
Sanitary CORN-PAIt Is plain to bo seen, therefore, that
a new rules, and the shock of the
Pueblo and return
$18.95
those who blame Mr. Roosevelt tor Invention, addroaa Allen S. Olmsted. I.e
demonstrations was a severe one.
TEN SHOWS AND THREE FREE ACTS.
S
all our troubles are in error, Actual Roy. N. T.
Dr. Petacci has ordered
the Chicago and return... $53.30
that
conditions have been mainly responsiPope should have abhsolute rest from
ble. We have been confronted with
core and trouble, and an official note St, Loiiis and return.. $52.90
GRAND CENTRAL HOTEL,
conditions, not theories.
.lust published Informs the public that
Secretary Taft's strong endorsement
that all audiences and receptions are Kansas City and return $44.55
THE BIGGEST CARNIVAL WEEK EVER SEEN IN A WESTERN CITY.
of the president's policy and the presto be suspended for several weeks.
ident's own speech are strong and sufit Is believed by many that the Ital- Norfolk and return, (60
ficient evidence that the president canian ministry will fall out on account
attitud)
budged
his
be
not
from
of its failure to repress the
day limit,)
against the violators of the interstate
RAILWAY RATES: HALF FARE OR BETTER
A meeting has been
agitation.
commerce laws by clamor or criticism;
representaparliamentary
called
of
'
v ": ? : .X
i. ;,
and 1 suggest that, rather than to vio
tives. Including seven who represent
'
I
lently oppose the president, it will
the Catholic party in the lower house, ACCOUNT I. 0. 0. F. SOVERbe well lor the corporation magnate
to discuss the matter of the responsiL In
:
Tí ;i
j bility
and managers to fall in line, and let
of the gvernment in the trouble.
EIGN GRAND LODGE.
A.
J. A.
underpublic
president
the
and
the
If an adverse vote Is given, it Is more
stand that they will strictly obey the
than probable that the ministry will
Secretary
President
St, Paul or Minneapolis
and the Sherman
inteistate commerce
resign.
""
.
. "
untl-tru'laws'.- - They mignt as well
is fully believed horn that the
it
accept the Inevitable'; for if Is vlalnly
"and return
$52.10
Vatican authorities are behind this
evident that he will not change, and
movement and will push it to a
observed.
be
the statute laws should
Central Ave., and Second St.
READ JOURNAL WANTS.
Tickets on sale September RESULTS!
RESULTS! ALBUQUERQUE PUKING LULL
There has been great misunderstand-- 1
Ing and much exaggeration as to tliel
iiavt.
Hoi.
roni.s
fkkh
iion't
limit
13,
return
14,
15, 16,
SliowctiM'H,
Mixtion Furniture,
Store
intention of the government officials.
1IOTKL TOO I; It 10. AT A WKKillT TO ( A It It V TO 12,
TTIK MOST I
A K H VOC I'HOI IT WIIUN
TIIKV AUK
mill Itur Fixtures ami ltuilding Mute-- i St. Elmo Sample & Club Rooms
JOURNAL
All that they propose to do, as tar as
MORNING
x
r.rno1907,
ox
m
Call
city,
IN
VKKMIN.
LICK
tKKSTKD
AUK
WITH
October
ticket
2,
at
great
in I.
,' "'l'
can be ascertained. Is to compel
Joseph liiiiiietf, Proprietor,
I AMU KII.I.KO IIV IMK I MO (IT INL.X.
coi potations to respect the law in the p.-.120 Wet Central Avenua.
WANT ADS
STANT I.M'K Kil l It. A I.AKtiK CAN IN office for particulars,
citizen.
ns
the humblest
same manner
rowitHK i'okm con :n cknth. a
LIQUOn.S SERVED.
CHOICE
subsided,
hysteria
ALL
A.
has
Proprietor
J.
Love,
public
When
Cllll.l) CAN AI'I'I.V IT MITH I'Kltl KCT
the popular Rnmes. K?no very Mon-(In- y.
the effect of past agitation and present
A. S. BARRETT, Prop.
SAUOTV. K. tt'. FKK, BO'! NOI'TII ITKST
E.
PURDY,
Agent.
T.
RESULTS!
40.1
S.
riMino
Street
ins.
Thursday nnd Saturday nlshta.
RESULTS!
Ilrst
SIKIOI T, PIIONIO 1(1.
acti'tfi will result in higher standards
management and a
of forporate
responsibil
kuoriJI noose of honor and
ity. Let the stockholders of the va-lrious cor)orations join hands in demanding the punishment of the guilty
NEW SHIPMENTS
individuals without causing the suftei-in- g
NEW MILLINERY
of innocent inventors and .Mr.
Roosevelt will accept them as allies In
Arriving daily, Every Express
his work of reform. Big money lines
Every day sees something new
punish the innocent stockholders and
they
threaten
values,
since
depreciate
Albuquerque's Brightest and Best Store.
train brings something new fot
of
in fall apparel added to the
confiscation; while imprisonment
the guilty would enhance values, lift
STORE
DAYLIGHT
THE
our national reputation to a higher
our Millinery Department,
stock,
Mall Orders promptly filled.
plane, put our securities on a more
I'lione Orders promptly filled.
restore
reliable and honest basis and
confidence at home an dabroad.
The monetary situation, though far
from being satisfactory, is gradually
THOUSANDS OF DOLLARS
THE GREATEST MERCHANDISING EVENT OF THE YEAR DRAWS TO A CLOSE.
LAST WEEK OF OUR GREAT SUMMER CLEARANCE SALE.
Improving. No doubt liquidation has
enforced sufficient contraction in loans
to materially strengthen the banks
HUNDREDS OF ITEMS HAVE BEEN FURTHER REDUCED TO EFFECT AN IMMEDIATE CLEAR-ANC- E
WORTH OF HIGH GRADE MERCHANDISE IS BEING SOLD FOR A SONG.
and enable tho latter to finance tho
crop and tho large business uemanus
THE FALL GOODS ARE
HERE IS YOUR BEST OPPORTUNITY FOR SAVING, YOUR DOLLAR WILL BUY MORE THAN EVER BEFORE,
OF ALL SUMMER GOODS.
of the interior. All accounts from the
a
As
result
encouraging.
aro
interior
of average crops and profitable prices,
NOW PILING IN UPON US, AND THE SUMMER GOODS MUST GO OUT.
there Is every prospect of a good market this fall for all staple products,
even if the stringency of the money
v,,,'W.t xhould enforce a curtailment
A MOST REMARKABLE
white, having gilt slides for orof new enterprises and speculative op- FINAL CUT PRICES IN LACE CURTAINS
The last reduction in prices of FINAL REDUCTION WOMEN'S
the
eratlona. There is no doubt thatmodwith
to
buckles
naments
country would be better off for a
Women's Suits, Skirts, Dresses
CLEARANCE
69c
$1,00 Curtains at, per pair
HOUSE DRESSES
match,
to
erate recession in general business.
be
adjusted
Can
and Coats,
so that tension might be relieved ami
73c Qf all Wool Dress Goods, Plain fit any waist,
-$1,25 Curtains at, per pair
affairs return to the normal; for Wall
Elegant assortment of beauti98c
$1,50 House Dresses
street Is still tho storm center and.
$1.19 and Fancy Mohairs, Fancy
while the end has apparently not yei
ful, stylish Tailor Made Dress $1,75 House Dresses at.$1.29 $1.50 to $1,75 Curtains at, per pair..
ron.it!, the financial situation has been
$1.39 Worsteds in checks
to a
Skirts, worth from $7,50 to $2,00 House Dresses at.$1. 48 $2,00 Curtains at, per pair
much bettered by the decline more
$1 to $3 GOLD FILLED
and
Crepes
Plain
stripes,
lower and safer level. There is
$1.69
pair
Paris
or less unou'slnesH In London.
$11,,50, special price. $5.00 $2,50 House Dresses at.$1. 98 $2,50 Curtains at, per
BRACELETS, 50c
Henriettas, worth up to 75c,
and rierlin, where much the same
though
less
$2.23
faced,
being
$3,00 House Dresses at.$2.19 $3,25 Curtains at, per
are
Jumper
stylish
Silk
Beautiful
special, per yard
39c
Overdoing Is also at the botintense.
same
$2.98 All Wool 50 inch Gilbert Sack- Gold-fill- ed
Curtains at, per pair
Price,
$4,50
Suits
Half
tom of foreign troubles, und the
bracelets in every
at
WOMEN'S
REDUCTION
FINAL
liquidacure must be endured; that ofalthough
$4.49 ing in Plain and Mixtures, spe- style you can think of or ever
tion. The Rank of England,
$6.00 Curtains at, per pair
Pretty Tub Jumper Suits at
WRAPPERS
it did not advance the bank rate this
nnd
caution,
75c heard of, including round banshowing
$4.79 cial, per yard
unusual
pair
week. Is
Low Prices:
$7,50 Curtains at, per
gold at this
TCImn-nthe foreign demnnd for
Valnts,
Wrappers,
Women's
All
in
Wool Serges
Blue, Black, gles in bright and Roman gold,
our
time Is suggestive. Considering likely
$4,50 Jumper Suits
$2.98
ami Pnetiuex priced ut tho very
own position, it does not seem
clean-ulowe.il figuren for a final
Brown and Red and White, flat or oval bands, enamelled
GREAT FINAL CLEARANCE OF PARASOLS
to part with any
that we can affordgold
Jumper
Suits
$8,50
season.
at this
large amounts of
special, per yard
75c styles, white and colored jew$1,00 Lawn Wrappers
w mitfbt to be able to place future
pretty
Neat
1.39
of
$
go
to
at
assortment
now
$ 2,00 Parasols
54 inch Fancy Suiting, regular els, adjustable gold wire set
grain and cotton bills more freely Just
of $1,25 Lawn Wrappers
now; since It Is certain that Europe
White
Tub
material
Skirts,
1.89
$
go
to
now
at
3,50
Parasols
price $1,50, special price, per with fancy stones; signet to
$
take these products In large
muHt
Linen
for
Poplin,
Indian
Duck,
amounts and pay us good prices Im75c extension bracelets and mas$ 2.39 yard
$ 4,00 Parasols now to go at
our
the same. At the same time
Wrappers
Percale
$1.19
$1,50
Head
Cloth
and
Auto
very
running
heavy,;
ports have been
$ 2.79 Remnants of Dress Goods and sive filled designs set with
$ 5,00 Parasols now to go at
thus offsetting the large excess of ex- Bracelets
elaborate jewels,
LONG KIMONAS
At Half Price.
Silks at Half Price.
porM which has ravoreu us tor severni
$ 3.69
$ 5,50 Parasols now to go at
year and making it easier for Eusell
regularly
for
$1,00,
that
rope to take our gold.
Stylish Lingerie Princess Suits $1,25 Kimonas at
4.19 WOMEN'S $2.00 HANDBAGS,
69c $ 6,50 Parasols now to go at
all
and
The credit situation Just now Is nno
$2,50
$3,00,
$2,00,
wave
at low prices:
that falls for calm judgment. A street
98c
4.98
$
go
to
at
now
Parasols
7,50
Kimonas
$
98c
$1,50
at
the
over
passed
50c
at
of hysteria has
that 'should be overeóme and heaten
6.98
$
to
go
at
8,00
$
now
ex-- 1
4.98
Princess
Parasols
Suits.$
of
$10,00
Handbags
Women's
finest
various
Kimonas
suffering
Is
$1.19
at
from
$1,75
It
down.
cesea and needs a period of dlmln$ 9,00 Princess Suits.$ 5.98 $3,00 Kimonas at
$12.00 leathers, in black and colors,
Tho
$1.98 $25,00 Parasols now to go at
Ished activity for recuperation.
SEE THESE 50c COMBS
liquidation cure Is painful but Inevlta- $12,00
8.48
Princess
Also
Suits.$
New swagger styles,
patient,
completed
the
ble, find when
FINAL LOW PRICES WOMEN'S WAISTS
$14,50 Princess Suits.$ 9.48
The time lum conn for nil Summer
diollhlcomo out of Its present state
leather lined Carriage and En- You can't believe how stylish
control
who
Those
pood
health.
in
U
Millinery
$18,50 Piincess Suits.$11.98
Many soft and dressy they are at this
R.
should be calm and
39c velope Bags,
the purse-strin75c Women's Waists now at
u.tlf - no ined. elvlne assistance when
1
of
Women'
Axsorlmrnt
anil
Lot
in
Bags
"Squaw"
the lot, silk price until you see them, Just
H
89c
needed to concerns of proved sound$1 ,25 to $1 ,50 Women's Waists now at
SACQUES
nesa and earning eapnclty and rigidly ,11
MIhkos' Trimmed Halt, worth from
DRESSING
lined
and
inside
pockets,
in, A new stylo in Back Combs,
withholding It from those whlcli nrn
$1.19
$1,75 Women's Waists now at
1(1.00.
up to
J3.ni)
Clenrnnee
unstable and unduly speculative. Th i
75c Dressing Sacqucs
39c prlru
imitation shell, with rich Inlaid
SEASON'S LATEST
mock market Is still In an unsettled
$1.00
It shows fair rallying
High Grade Waists in Duchesse,
of
ondlllon.
Assortment
-.
Dressing
$1,25
Sacques..73u
gilt top,
SELLS FOR $1.00 EVERYWe predict that
nowerr but 1t Is evident that liquidaLot 2 AMortment of Women's
Incomplete, and those who tiro
tion
to
from
$6,00
Silks
range
Mcssalinc
and
AT
WHERE,
Taffeta
50c.
to
outright
$1,50
Dressing
$1,75
good
stocks
you'll bo delighted with them,
nhle to purchase
Trimmed lint, worth from $5.00 up
will undoubtedly b nble to pick them
in
Special at
choice,
black
price,
Belts
and
These
$2.00
each
good
profits
arc
0,00,
vle'd
will
Clearance
SI
Sacqucs
60s
tif
price
$1.19
tint I I. . .1 .... JW. nil
$2.110
to tl2..ri0. CleaianiB pilco
uti
.
"-' J
mi".
in tie pc, n
cnu- ii
transactions w advise
HENRY CLEWH.
Hon,

Excursions

The Most Thrilling Spectacle

cal

of Today.

nntl-clerle- al

Foot-Etti-

Hatcher-Russ-

FOOT-EAS-

Carnival Co.

antl-clerl-c- al

!

....i.$72.90

nntl-clerle- al

:

!

..;;.,''

"!

st

'

WEINMAN

!

JAY A. HUBBS
Manager

..
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,

1

a

THE

j

i
i

at...

j

and

pair...

m

at..

p.

at.$5.19

at..48c
at..69c

i

,
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A
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THE ALBUQUERQUE;

5LETAB0Y

SHOT BY

SPAtllARD III

sure that an jnyesiigatiyn will reveal
the case to be justifiable homiuide."
Amante gat during the timo and
seemed to be sdlghtly nervous. He waa
able to walk with much difficulty
and wat sent to the Keceivlng huapitul
ror treatment.
Moiitoya'8 body was sent lo Tírese
Brim, morgue and an Inquest will be

IB CI

NAMES DELEGATES

Have First Class Half When
They Are IncloM-t- l in Keuletl Kll- - MAYOR ALSO

.Must

Pueblo Protege of Charles F.
veliH-s- .
Lummis. Fatally Wounded at
Latter's. Home as Result ot The following regulations have just
been ordered by the postoffice depart'
.
.
ment:
l Faithfulness.
1'oHteards and postal cards

EMBRACES SLAYER JUST
DEATH

BEI-or- tt

ENSUES

Pathetic Story of Lad Who
Lost His Temper Because
Minstrel Took Liberties With
the Hose,

SELECTS
CITY REPRESENTATIVES

Fifteen Prominent Men
of
Albuquerque and the County
Will Boost Unitedly for the
Convention.'

.

:

iiiiili-ess-e-

to domestic points, mailed under
cover of sealed envelopes, are chargeable with postage at the first class
rate two cents for an ounce or fraction thereof; if inclosed in unsealed
envelopes thev will be subject to pontage according to the character of the
At a special meeting of the
message at first class rate if partly
club In the office of Secretary
or wholly In writing, or the third class
1'.
McCanna yesterday, the followrate (one cent for ei;ch two ounces or i ing F.local
business men were appointed
fraction thereof) if entirely in print,
the delegates to represent the Aland the postage Hhould be affixed to as
Commercial club at the mir
the envelope covering the sume. Cards buquerque
irrigation congress, to be held
may tlonal
addressed to foreign countries
Cal.,
September 2
be mailed under r over of an envelope in Sacramento,
containing an opening exposing the to 10:
K.
liosa. X. R. Swan, O. K.
Mump affixed to the card.
8. Strlckler and H. H. Menlng.
Mayor Frank McKee informed Secretary McCanna, of the Commercial
yesterday that he had named J.
ON club,
M. O'Ulclly,
Frank Hubbell, John
Fletcher, Ambrosio Candelaria and
1. F. McCanna as the representatives
of the city of Albuquerque to the irrigation congress.
L
It was decided yesterday that the
delegates from this city, the Commercial club and Hernalillo county should
leave Albuquerque the night of August 3) for Sacramento.
With fifteen of the representative
business men and farmers of Albuquerque nnd Hernalillo county, boosting for Albuquerque at the congress,
along with Colonel Twitchell and the
Cow Meets Almost Painless other New Mexico delegates, it Is believed that Albuquerque stands a good
of landing the 1HIIH meeting of
Death as Result of Attempt- show
the congress.
(Jeneral Agent T. E. I'urdy aning to Pass Traction Car on nounced yeslerday that the Santa Fe
railway had made a rate of $45 for
Same Track,
the round trip from here to Sacramento, which Is believed will do much
towards enabling a large number of
There was a fatality on the Ameri- local people to attend the congress In
can lumber mill line of the Albuquer- addition to the delegates.
que Traction company at about 9:.10
o'clock last night, when the south- CLOSING SPFCTACI.rc
WlIJi UK .M AÍ.NIFICF.NT
bound car collided violently with a
The greatest allegorical spectacle
cow. In the words of Stevenson, the
ever
attempted
in this country will be
inventor of the locomotive, "it was bad carried out in Sacramento,
September
for the coo." The latter was almost 7th,
at the closing of the fifteenth
instantly killed by the Impact. It is
congress. Twenty
unusual for cows to be wandering national irrigation
floats, expressly designed
around on the street car tracks at that gorgeous
late hour of the night and it is feared and constructed, will form the central
the cow had been dissipating and was More than one thousand figures in
coslumes, the richest and
just getting home, one theory is that
ever seen In California, will
the animal lay down to sleep on the costliest
occupy
on the various floats.
positions
track and was thus run down. Kvcti Notning
more beautiful
or striking
a sleeping cow. however, should be
pandecirle can be conctdved than this ornate goldawakened by the brilliant
headlight of the car in time enough t orama of dazzling pictures; their
get off the track with no further in- en traceries scintillating with thoujury than straining In r milk. It was sands of (dectric lights. Each float
impossible to get lull particulars of will he drawn by four superbly caparthe accident last night further than isoned steeds. At the head of each
will be a richly
(he most salient fact that the cow prancing charger
was dead. Funeral arrangements will garbed postillion. The floats will be
escorted by military, civic and fraterlikely be announced today.
nal societies lii uniform. It is estimated that upwards of ten thousand men
Every organization
will be in line.
In Sacra ñu rito and vicinity will pnr-l- ii
Com-mercl- al

i

.

story onmes from
Lou Angelí-the story of n tragedy
In the
tth!.:h resulted
death of a
bright youiiK Indian boy from the
limiiit old iiueblo of Isleta. twelve
mile south of Albuquerque. The boy
waw shot and fatally wounded at the
home of Charles K Lutninin, the well
known editor of "Out Went," who has
nanv friends) in Allnniuerque and who
lived for some
timp
among
the
J'ueblos at the junction town.
r laiu isio Amante, a Spanish minstrel, fired the shot which resulted
In the death of Moiitoya, the tragedy
having Its inception in the jealous
care taken by the Indian lar for the
property of Mr. Lummin.
who took
him from Isleta when he was a mere
chtirl. to be bin servant at his I.os
home. The I.os Angeles Times
tells the following Ktory of the deplorable affair:
A

must

p.'th-tl,

p

An-gc- le

WICK INDIAN TlvMI'DIt

C'.HKKh TIIK SHOOTING
Francisco Amante gave himself up
tw the polke last night for shooting
and fatally wounding I'rocopio Mon- toya at the home or (hurlen V. I.uin
mis, city librarian, ÜU7 Kast Avenue
J'orty-threFriday morning. Montoya
died last night. Amante went to Central station about HI o'clock, accompanied by I,u m mix, and is held on the
charge of murder.
No Investigation
of the rase has
been made by the police, but officer
will he detailed upon the case todav
ri.. claims to have been an eye
witness to nearly the whole affair. He
gave u graphic account of the trouble from beginning to end to Lieu
tenant llixon. and It is believed by the
orrlcers that Amante will be cleared
of a'l blame.
From the time that Amante shot
Montnyi until within fifteen minutes
of his death. Lummis claims that he
dlrl not think that the wound was serious. Amante is a Spanish minstrel,
recently from Kuinne, and since he
met Lummis two years ago has been
residing at the librarian's home. Mr
years old. while Montoya
is fifty-on- e
was but twenty years old.
Lummis
says that he has known Montoya since
the lad was an infant, and for two
years past he hail been a servant at
the Lummis borne.
After Montoya died, Lummis notified the coroner, and then arranged
Amante's effects in a tmiall handbag
find went to the (Ynlral station.
At
the request of the librarían, representatives of the press wer called In
to hear the story told the police.
Tells f.raolilc Story.
"Amante soeaks hut little Kngflsli,"
paid Lummis, "and as I witnessed most
f the affair I can ti ll the whole Mory.
"Montoya Is an Indian boy, and I
emplojed him as n servant
nt my
house. From early childhood I knew
the lad. And 1 spent Home time at
his home at Isleta, X. M., where he
was la my employ. About a year ago
lie came to Los Angeles to work for
me, lie was greatly attached to me,
mid did mv bidding wlthijjit question,
but he minded no one else. At times
It was necessary for others about my
bouse to have me order him to do
things he took orders only from me.
"Amante as brought to my house
one day bv a friend, and introduced
to me A week later he was my guest,
unil soon I invited him to make his
borne with me. Me Is a minstrel of
Spain and very accomplished. It was
uboul two years ugu he come to live
e,

.

With

Hie.

was jenlous In disposition,
other things which he was
was the garden
hose.
Amante bad made a garden for me
Mini
iv morning about 6:30 o'clock
wi ni to the re ir of the house to water
the ivii ten. Me picked up this hi me
ami Moiitnya saw him.
"In Spanish the Indian lad riled out
to Amante. 'What are you doing with
"Montoya
find aittom;
J" ilous of

t

h

l

l'iie '."

"Without waiting for a reply he
pi' ke, up a large stone and struck
Ani.inte mi
the right leg. Thin I
learned after the trouble reached the
ciiin.ix by questioning both the Indian

le.y and luíante.
upon my front
"I whs siamling
pon h and saw the Spaniard running
towards the bouse. I have ween men
shot and it appeared to me ni though
Amante was running for Ids. life. )
bind him n little ways was Montoya,
armed with a larire stone. I might
have prevented further trouble, but 1
was unable to move swiftly because.
of n recent Injury I received In my left'
foot.
"The minstrel dashed Into hlx room,
which Is Just off a inw veranda, nnd
grasped a revolver. Montoya ran up
O iof and made nn efto th"
fort to pull It open. Amante cried

. 'Kmi'i enter.' while Montoya streamed
repeatedly that he
would ki'l the Spaniard.
"Amante shot when Montoya pulled
the door unen am! the Indian dropped
to the tiori.'li. Me did not appear to he
woiiinlml badly, if nt nil, for he unturned Killing posture.
In

Spanl-h-

,. I ! I i it Hoy lllew,
"Ity .this lime. I entered Amante'
room and he unloaded the gun and
gave me the cartridge and th weapon. I then went to the Indian boy.
He did not seem to be suffering much.
I asked him If he was hurt and he replied that he lil not know, I exam-line- d
him and found that the bullet
had entered the left groin. A doctor
wan Btiinmoned and upon examination
nld that the bullet hud penetrated
Inch.
uboul
"Motitovn had no fever and deemed
to lie In a normal condition until about

o'clock this nfternoon. Me had been
up once or twbe but suddenly he be-r- to rmffi
The surgeon said he
believed that the lad was nervous. 1'p
lot k he talked a good
o'i
to nboiit h.tti
4

!''"Amante

'.

I

4

wen. V - j,im ,,n,j the
Ind linked the foanhird'a pardon for
having sfrmk him with the utone.
the old num. Just
Then he embrac-Uleiilt f o'c'v' k he dl i,
"I la Iked Ihe thing over wllh the old
perfectly wllllm; to
ttiiin and he
I nt i.ixv to the voltee cui..n.. I km

n

SAD TRAGEDY

HE

UMBER

MIL

FAIRBANKS
S
A

VISIT

OIS

Inate.
The twenty floats form a consecutive allegorical history of the evolution of indention from the remotest

Sycamore of the
bash.

Tall

Wa-

The approaching visit to New Max-ic- o
and Arizona of Vice President
Charles Warren Fairbftiankss, besld s
having materially affected the tempei
ature In the two territories, has the
(loljticiiins and especially the Arizona
politicians guessing. A I'hocnlx corre,
spondeiit voleen the speculations
as
follows:
Is Vice President Falrbnnks coming
to Arizona to play a game of politics?
This Is the question that the wiseacres ore asking each other In Phoenix Just about the time that they have

tinisheil discussing the political significance of (lartleld and Hitchcock'
Visit to Arizona.
It Ih known that Fairbanks is
coming through Arizona on the Han ta
Fe, and It is being whispered that
nrrangementu nre being made for him
to stop ut several placen, at least one
point, where he clin have a consultation with some if the territorial politicians.
Fairbanks In really going to the
Irrigation emigren, but 1t Is of peculiar
Interest Unit he I going to stop at
Santa Fe and Albuquerque, find It Is
hinted that he has an objective point
In Arizona, although his slop will be
for only one day possibly for om.v
one train. The stop will probably !
Thursday, August '9. Me will be In
and 27.
New Mexico August
The fact that Frank Murphy, who
would Very likely be the political boss
that Fairbanks would want to see. Is
In Kurope, there Is much speculation
as to who will be Murphy's
In the consultation, which will
likely take ptaie at !iand Canyon.

I'AllillWkS TO

M'F.AK

IN TIMMDAI

TOIV
will ar-

Vice President Fairbanks
rive In Trinidad on Sunt Fe train No.
9 today, and will deliver an address
to the people of the county and city
at Central park in the uftertirion, lit
an hour to be set by the chamber if

commerce.
The news thai he would arrive then'
Wednesday has Just been reeelveil tn a
III
letter from the vice prtsldent.
letter also stated that he had advised
the chamber of commerce of this by
wire, but owing to the crippled Her
vice of the telegraph companies, the
letter beat nuf the telegraph message.
The letter personally from the vice
president now' net lien all doubt about
his appearance In Trinidad.
The chamber if commerce will
a committee to meet the vice
president, probably at Iji Junta, and
aecompnny him to Trinidad.
The letter was ns follows:
'Indianapolis. Ind., Aug. 24.
"('. .T. Huberts. Itaton. X. M.:
"Please Inform Mr. Jaffa and Mr.
Taylor that the vice president will
e,.ive Chicago Tuesday morning at
in Trinidad
and arrive
o'clock
Wednesday at t p. m.. Mini leave
Thursday nt 2 p. m.
"Ill SSi...I, KI.MI.
Quite a delcpritlon of New Mexico
people Is expected to go to Trinidad
fctr.il 'thé viS firttiirleiit ripea k totlu'

OF:IIKAlTJ.

Few reile Are It call y as Well as
They lMik. Cause and Itemoriy.
Many people in Albuquerque both
men and women, who believe them-selvto be in perfect health, are
often In the greatest danger.
Indigestion, which is so common a
trouble, is the principle cause of the
greater share of the general poor
Male
HELP WANTED
health. It has misleading symptoms
that seem to have no reference to the WANTED Office clerk; apply In own handwriting, statins age and experience, to
stomach, such as headache, sleeplessness, specks before the eyes, pains In "Off tee," care of Mrninir Journal.
Experienced
the back and side, etc.
WANTED
retail Balsaman fni
'
general merchandise ature; must speak
The success of physicians everypermanent
Ppanish;
position;
state experi
where with the prescription that Is ence
and salary expected. Wtllard Mercan- now embodied In
stomach tilp Company,
New Mexico.
tablets has made this remedy In the WANTED At WiHurd.
the Economist, youna; man
last few years the acknowledged of about IH years
as bundle wrapper.
flptKdfle for- the treatment of stomach
Apply at uuce.
Miile nurse..
diseases. The secret of this success WANTED
Santa Fe Hospital.
lies-iIs prethe fact that
Three first class carpenters.
pared expressly to strengthen the di- WANTED
Apply A. w. Hayuen, 41 2 west Copper
gestive organs and its use for a few avenue.
days puts the whole, digestive system WANTED Strong boy, 17
or 18 years old
In such shape that It can care for all
to make himself useful. The Irfftder, Zll
of the food that is eaten without pain W. Central avenue.
or distress. .
WANTED
Stokers at the gas plant Apply
Simply take a
stomach tabat 'the Gas Plant.
let before each meal and on retiring,
and It will so strengthen the stomach
FOR RENT Dwellings
that you can enjoy a hearty meal
without the least fear of distress or VOH KENT Uu'ku liarn with stall, fur
five huraca and plenty of room for vent
suffering.
large hay loft and corral. Addresa J.
J. II. O'Rielly Co. give an absolute olin;
.). J., Mornlnir Journal.
unqualified
guarantee
that your KOH KENT Purn inhed, lüxU house tent.
money will be refunded unless
106 South liroadway.
cures. They take the whole risk
RENT Four room cottaue with mod
and the remedy will not cost you a VOll
ern conveniences.
Inquire of A. A. Trim
penny unless It cures you.
6b ble, 207 N. Arno street.

JOURNAL CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS

Mi-o--

Mi-o--

Ml-o--

each to refrain from disturbing
other.

the

KXPKCTFT)

UAP.NKTT

TO A It III VK TODAY

Officer Harnett should arrive today
from Oakland, Cal., to take charge of
Fred Pasklll, who has been held here
some time on instructions from Alameda, Cal., where he is badly wanted.
Late last night the requisition papers for Merriman, who is; wanted in
Los Angeles for stealing ,'i a camera
lense had not been returned to this
city by Governor Curry from Santa Fe.
The officer is waiting here until the
requisition from the California executive is honored, to take ' Merriman
;
back to Los Angeles.

R

EDUCED
A
AY
ATES

Money
to Loan
Furniture,

Pianos, Orpins, Horses,
Wagons and other Chattels; also on
Salaries and Warehouse Receipts, as
low as 10.00 and as high as $100.00.
Loans are quickly made and strictly
private. Time: One month to one
year given. Goods to remain in your
possession. Our rates are reasonable.
Call and see us before borrowing.
Steamship tickets to and from all
parts of the world.
THE HOUSEHOLD LOAN CO.
Rooms S and 4, Grant Bids.
PRIVATE OFFICES.
OPEN EVENINGS.

(I HL

111

--

(cb

Helvetia

Wurninjc.

nnd ilc nut use Veiny'
liuve only yourself In
piiHlilvely curca all
hlHibler ülaruava. J,

S

naw
Mk lilKan Mlnlnic
Mnhnwk Mining
Nevada Consolidated
North Butte
NIplsslllK. I. Id
(lid Iioinlnion
Osceola
I'urrott Mining
Ki'i-w- i

lilUjIdnr

trouM
Kidney Cure, you will
blame fur multa, a tt
furnia ot kidney and
H. O It tolly Co., driiK-Klat-

2'.iíi
Tij

11
Ü5
10
Ii4

S
S

if

IIS

'ir 11

XV

(,

PRESENCE

I

FOR RENT
FOU SALE

Five-roommlfin houso
the Ilighliindx. Cull at 417 S.
Amo. l)r. WiNon.
tf
FOR RENT FurnlHlied
for
lninna
;
conl
furril.iii
liliht
nnil wood for '2 a month. 304 W.
Croinwi'll.
FOH TtK.NT Rooms with eivotrlc
Uirht. bath.
Close In. Mrs. II. K.
Rnthi-rforil- ,
S17 S. Rroailway.
'oil KENT Room in modem house; gentle- m

liar, Judge," vehemently declared
Cano In the court
of Justice of the place Wl'llam W.
yesterday
MiCleihin
afternoon. The
object of Mr. Cano's rather picturesque r'iuark was Caesar (Jrande, the
well known raloon keeper, who appeared against Cano, charging
him
with ismuli with word, (irande alleged that Cano applied varloiin
anil unpleasant epithet to bim.
After properly reprimanding Mr.
The very heet ef ksawi City Beef mué
Cano for hi disregard of the Judicial
proprieties, Jiistlc-- i McClellan placed Mellon el I.MU. KI.IIN(IKI. III North
h t h men under n pence bond if H0 lulr. street.
n
It.

pro-fai-

t"

PHYS1CTAXS ANT
S. L. BURTON

KDHQKONS.

IK.

'

Veterlnary.
Residence 402 8. Edith.
DKNTISTS.

J.

12.

Rooms

3,

DR.

KRAFT
Dental Surgeen.

Harnett Building-- . Phone
VfjIAppolntmentg made hy m al ;
I

ARCHITECTS.'
F. W. SPENCER
Rooms

Architect.
and 47. Harnett Rulldlnir.

48

ASSAY KKS.
W. JiüNKS

-

Assayer, Mining & Metallurgical
'
Engineer.
609 West Fruit avenue. Postoffice Box
173, or at office of F. H.
Kent. Ill
South Third street.
CIVIL ENGINEERS.
PITT ROSS
County Surveyor,
Attorney before U. S. Land Depart-men- t.
Land Scrip for sale. Civil engineering.
Gold Ave., Opposite Morning Journal

a Morning JournafWant Ad
DK. B. M. WILLIAMS

Try

DENTIST

as

ISARXiriTIUTLDINCi.

21-2-

SANTA FE TIME TABLE.

ens
BJ7

(Effective June 16th.)
From the East
Arrive.
No. 1, Southern Cal. Exp
7:46 p
No. 3, California Limited ....13.20 p
No.7, North. Cal. Fust Mull.. .10:05 p
No.

,

Depart

1:30
1:00
13:46
El P. A Mex. City Exp.. 11:46 p 13:3

From the

p
p
p

a

West-- No.

I, Chicago Fust Mall..,.. 1:00 a 1:16
No. 4, Chlcajro Limited
C:H0p l:!t p
No. . Chi. A Kan. City Kip.. 1:40 p 7:80 p
From the Noutli
No. 10. Chi., Don.
K. O. Ex :80a T:00p
No. 10 connects at Lumy with branch train
for ftnnta Fe and stops at all local points In
New Mm leo
T W PltROY Arent
J. D. Enklr I'res.
O. Oloml. Vice freo.

Chas. Mellnl, fecy

Bachechl, Treas

O.

Consolidated Liquor Go.
to Mellnl A Eakia
and Bachechl A Oloml

Successors

WHOI.K.HAr.K DKAI.KR
IN
410 H. Edllli.
Room and bourd In private WINES, LIQUORS
CIGARS
family at (11 South Third street.
We handle everything In our line.
FOIt RENT Two rooms in modern house
close In. 320 W. I.eud.
Write for Illustrated Catalogue and
FOR RENT One of Ihe most desirable Price Lint, iHHued
to dealera only.
drat floor front rooms in the highlands,
Telephone 138
close In. (l:ie or two gentlemen preferred, rOKNKR F1BWT KT.
rOPPKlt A Vol
No health seekers.
Call at Sll 8. Arno Hi
Foil RENT Pleasant furnished rooms at
MU

k

KENT

S.

Third street.
Nicely furnished room, 726

FOR RENT

S.

Edith.
FOIt RENT

Room suilable for. two, with
or Willi. .ut board, ftl'l W. Copper avenue.
ROOMS FOR RENT A few nicely furnished
rooms with use of bath, by the week oi
month. No Invalids taken. Hotel Cralge,
Silver Ave.
FOR RENT Neatly
furnished rooms at
very low prices, The La Veta Rooming
House,
ill West Lead avenue. Mrs. 1,
Fleming.
tf
Full RENT Modern rooms and board,
per month. Mrs. Eva U Craig. 101
ttoutn Hecnnil street, upstairs.

Toti & Gradi
Norili Third Slreet
Dealers In

,

GRocrnars. provisions, grain
liny mid Fuel, line lino of Imported
WliicH,
ord.-i-

l,lUirH and Cigars). PIh you
ftr this Ijntt line with u.

n

HIM,

A

HKT

OF TEKTH FOB

tñ

FOR SALE
FOR

Real Estate

field

rowns
fA.M
J'lllimrs, upwards from.,.,;
.M
I'ulnlees Kxlractlon
(Oa
All Work Absolutely Guaranteed.

IrPHS,

frami', modern,

SALIC

five-roo-

C0PP

DRS.

Two furnlohed tents. Ad
one Mock N. Mountain road

Hoom

on Third street.

FOR

C

Gold

SALIO

Rood location, any teritiH. Room 9,
ooMMisiNK
siock owing 0 ine many
i"""
demanda he has from both purchasers and N. T. Armljo bullilliik;.
tf
llera to handle horses, mules, vehicles, harFoil HA LE O'romn new brick collage!
ness, etc.
bath, electric lights, cement walks, lawn,
The first sale will hegln Haturdny, Annus. chicken yard; wllh or without furniture;
31. at Í o'clock p. m.. sharp, and consists
must be sold at once, leaving city. Owner,
of 25 native horses broken to saddle and 621 K. Central avenue.
harness; Ihey range In weight from 110 to
HALE Acre property lulls!. lo for a
l oon pounds each.
This Is an excellent op- FOIt
chicken ranch, 1 to 6 acres, with fruit
portunity for some of the city's young folks
who are Interested In securing a nice pony, trees: on main ditch one mile from renter
of city; price per acre less than
city lot.
to buy one at Ihelr own price.
Other live
Cromwell building.
slock will also he In the sale. Nothing sold Room
prívale.
Foil HALE Cheap. If bouxht soon; Improved alfalfa and fruit ranch of 4 acres,
Mr. IMtehell will he pleased to have you
room cottage; North 12th, near Indian
t
list anything In Ihe slock line wllh him
early, in order that he may he able to school. F. J. McMullen, Albuquerque.
advertise same before next sale.
FOR HALE A snap 4 room frsme house,
Terms of sale cash, and everything will
modern, tn
fine location In Highlands,
positively go lo the highest bidder.
Insll furnished. Price tt.too. Dunbar's.
spect stock st Red Burn before sale.
Foil HALE A five room house, also an
HCOTT
KNIIIHT.
eight room house, latter furnished or unAuctioneer. furnished, both modern; close In; cheap this
I
week; aleo two sealed carriage, nrsrly new.
Questions ef Moment.
Inquire 621 East Central avenue.
brick house,
What part of the M.irnlnr Journal do you FOH HALE A
n
on Houth HroaiTwayi modern; with
oppose ta the most interesting te the
who is eagerly I noli lug for
furnished stable, chicken house and yard. This place
Price,
room ut
hoerdtng piece?
has three lots; nice shade trees.
Inquire HUN HAH,
erner Uold
Is your gdvertliwuMut in that start ( the li.ittu.IMi.'
avenue and Third street.
tf
(laoerT
ver-so-

ROOMS

man; no Invalids.

KOIl

.

Men Test "lit? In nancer.
More than half of mankind over slity
years of use suffer from kidney nnd bladder disorders, usually enlarirment of firoe-lat- e
(lands. This la both palnlul and
and Foley's Ittdney Cure should be
taken at the first elm of dsnrer. as It corréele Irresularltles and has eured many old
Mr, Rodney Burnett.
men of this disease.
rt.
Mu, krltes: "I suffered with enlarged prostate gland and kidney trouble fot
years and after laklng two bottles of Foley's
Kidney t'ure
feel better than I have for
twenty years, although I am now II years
old." J. II. trite 11 Co., druggists. ,

Rooms

In

01

I'Miitc TTiliiHfW..
Tin'
ilelKht Itnprove-nii-i- il
(iiinparty to Ij. M. Scttli', lot 20,
R. Cano and Caesar
Grande
lilmk 7, University Il'lKhtH udtlltlon,
Both Placed Under Bond to for 75. Siinclii-x- ,
't Al., to tho Trust
H'Vto
of AiihtIcr, itranlnrs' Inter-s- t
Keep Peace With Each Other fiinipmiy
IuikI uriint,
In tint Antonio
for $1.
in
Court,

-

K't

CUSS WORD

I'lilvi-rdlt-

.

.

Attorney at Law.
Office In First National Bank Building
Albuquerque.- New Mexico.

',4

r,

lttMil

RRYAJS'-- -

Miscellaneous

WANTED

U 12

WANTED
Would like a home place to
room and hoard where thero are no other
boarders.
Address Boarder, care of Morn2H W 29
ing Journal.
104
it05
VvÁNTEriTou teams to haul coal from .he
14
W 15
llagan mines to Albuiiuerque.
Syndicate
US
CHilncy Mining;
W 9.1
formed to keep roads In good order and
3 V6 W
Uliode Island
4
make hunting easy.
Address John Burns,
2 '
2
Santa Fe Copper
u'
Morning Journal, slating number of
Shannon
lllViw 13'jii cure
you
cun
teams
furnish.
Superior and Pittsburg
14'j,!1 15
WANTED Puny for paper r..uto with sad79 it HI
Tamarack
dle horse. Inquire 1 2114 South Killth.
Trinity
Kiftw lll'l
52
'it ri2V2
t'lllted Copper
W A N TED
Like lo besiiiplledwth good
I'tiih t'onsullilaled
home-mad- e
41',íí 42
butter. Address P. O. Box
Wolverine,
bid
142
an nr phone 630.
Victoria
WANTED 1'osl tk.n by praitlcul nurse. Ap-pl- y
Raven
1', i 1
211IU,
W. Sliver uvenuc.
."
lilobe Consolidated
1(i6í 11V, WANTED
Isle Royale
Lmber teams to haul lumber
15
from our mill In Cochltl Canon 'it Domingo, 22 miles; good roads and good waWAM. HTKEKT.
ter. Address Domingo Lumber Co., ThornNew York. Aunust
7.
(Mnslns; quotations ton, N. M.
on n few of the mnre active slocks today WANTED
A certain number of boarders
were as follows:
pay your fixed expenses; every one above
Atchison
,
that number pays you a profit; you can al81 Vi
ways keep the number right by using the
do preferred
mi
New York Central
want columns of the Morning Journal.
120

II 10

COil

R. W. D.

Phone 405.

(ID

kidney ami

ATTORNEYS.

'

LOST AND FOUND

'

' '

CARDS.

VM. BELDEÑ- -

1 1

If ymi linv

PROFESSIONAL

On

references.

1

"Mc'h n d

street and Central avenue

LOST A pair of gold rimleBH spcctaelns,
IN
hows,
between Presbyterian
with K'flrt
TIIK TOILS AGAIN
i'huri'h nritl Fifth and Tijeras. Finder please
Mary Morino, who has been a
523 North Fourth
Thompson,
to
It.
b.
return
fruitful cause of worry tinthe police,
TICKET OFFICE street and receive rewnri,.
department for some years past, was MOORE'S
arrested again yesterday on. complaint
Member of American Ticket
FOR SALE
of her mother, who alleged that' the
Miscellaneous
Brokers' Association.
girl had stolen some things from her.
meat market doing
8ALK
Klrst
class
FOR
The girl, who is very young, is beAlliouiierqu
a nice huslness; cun be purchased at a
lieved to be practically Insane, and 113 West Ceutrnl Avenue.
very low price. Address or cull on itoom 11,
what to do wllh her is a problem. She
Orant Block. Thomas Naylon.
has frequently been arrested on a
KOK 8AL10
Or trade; 7 good milch cows,
MININO STOCKS.
similar charge.
horse, two good harness and buggy, also
house. Inquire at 1 ó
The folluwiiiB Boston quotntlons are fur- furniture of
John Aich, the man who assaulted
& Co., brokers, over their N. Arno.
by
F.
Uraf
nished
C. W. Mason in front of the postoffice
private wire to Albuiiuerque, N. M., FOH RALE The best general
purpose
building Monday night, was fined $25 own
Auirusi 27. 1907.
horse In the city, weighs 1,200 pounds.
in police court yesterday, while Ma- Amaliiamuted
70
69
Copper
SI 5 W. Copper avenue.
son, who was also arrested with Alch, Amu'omlu
45V4W
SALE We have sume guud cows for
was dismissed.
nü (m 35 FOIt
Alluuez
f' "'4 sale. Alhers Brothers.
Arvmllan
lfi
FOIt SALE Bull terrier pups, bred from
OH'v, in Position.
Arizona r'ommerclul
9
8:4
the best Pitt stock l.i America.
F. H.
Two of the six steel cages purchased American SiiKlnaw
Casey. Box 183, Las Cruces, N. M.
-'
by the city of Albuquerque have been Atlantic
0
W
FOIt HALE Two cottages and four corner
placed In position in the jail in the lloston Conanllilatei!
W mi
12
lots, cheap.
Klrster's Cigar Factory.
Korber building, and the city bastile llliiirluim
4
M
Mack Mountain
Drug
FOH
SALE
store; :i,000 stock; gooJ
is thus rnuch better equipped for the Hutle Coalition
l'JVs
19t4W
reason for selling; only drug store in
7
7 '4
safe storage of prisoners. The others Cuniliei laiul Ely
particulars write B. B.
town:
for
further
will be erected as needed.
2H4 ' 21 '
Centennial
Berry, Estancia. N. M.
i'aliimit unil Arizona
ir5 WIBS
fi."i
6i',4 FOll SALE A good top buggy for salo
Wesley Harland was fined $10 yes- Cupper Ranire
N. W. Alger, 124 South Walter
cheap.
M
i',4
terday for stealing a blcvtle. Marry Demi, Arixoiiii
street.
tf
!i',íí 10
W. Chet worth, William Wafflesmith Davis Daly
7
W
East
Iluite
7!i
FOR
SALE Aermoliw
windmills,
tunks
nnd John Cox each drew fifteen days ilrnnliy, hid
9
and substructure. Wolklng & Bon, 707
in police court yesterday for vagrancy. (ireene
1 2
fl 1 2 ',i North Eluhth street, phone 1485.
tf

.MOHINO

Mi

Justice

STORAGE
goods, eta.,
WANTED planos, household
stored safe'.y at reasonable rates. " Phone
540.
The Security Warehouse
Improve
ment Co. Offices In the Grant Block. Third

Personal Property Loans

KAIT.KOAD TICKETS BOUGHT
AMI SO 1.1). OOKKEhPO.NDENClC
BOI.IC1TKO.

JUSTICE ROMERO

np-poi- nt

MUaOMaMltK3aMa

s

Physician and Surgeon
Highland Office. (10 S. Walter trett.
Albuquerque. N. M. Phone N. 10SO.
'
R. L. IIU3T
Physician and Surgeon
6 and 8. N. T. Armljo Building
803
West Centra) Avenue RoomsAlbuquerque,
New Mexico.
DRS SHADRACH & TULL
Practice Llmltetf
WANTED Good girl for general Oculist Eye, Ear, Noce Throat
housework. Mrs. Samuel Neustadt, lines. and Aurlst. for Santa Ki eoait
Office 813
West Central av.'
tf
610 West Copper ave.
KOK 'RENT
house with lawn and WAVi'EU
experienced Hourw: 9 to 12 a.m.: l;Sn tn R n m
At the Economist,
laritw ham. Address 413 South Broadway.
saleswomen.
HOMROPATHS.
t'liK RENT T"vo or three room nouses, WANTED Housekeeper.
Is there a marfurnished or unfurnished. W. ,V. Fu- single lady who desires to keep DRS. BRONSON & HRONSON
or
ried
trille f,02 Routh Second street.
house for two slntrle Kentlemcn, If so adHomeopathic .'
dress Housekeeper, care Morning Journal.
Physicians and Surgeon.
MISCELLANEOUS
CLASS-For
PROPOSITION
ladles
HIOH
Over Vann's
drug store. Phome:
and gentlemen, by old established firm. Office and
Is airaln dotnit all
MRS. RUTHERFORD
residence, 628. Albukinds of hair work. Call &17 South Broad- Call after 1 p. m., Room 35, Grand Cen- querque, N. M.
tral Hotel.
way.
WANTED
Ladles desiring Millinery at less DR. W. M. SHERIDAN
than coat to call on Miss Crane, 612 North
Homeopathic
Millinery and dressmaking
Second street.
Physician and Hurgeo.
parlors; also apprentices wanted.
Occidental Life Building, Alhuqner-qu- e.
I LAV
WANTED Woman cook at the university;
New Mexico. Telephone. 88.
good wages and no extra housework.
To ALL Points Address
T., care Morning Journal, giving
VKTERINARY.

Mi-o--

er

Arizona Wiseacres Much Interested in Approaching Trip of

THIS MASK

j .1

antiquity. A gigantic dragon, hundreds of feet in length and of ferocious nieln, representing
the traditional genii of irrigation in the une
dent kingdom of China, will be a
of the demonstration.
This monster wit! lie attended by hundreds of
prominent Chinese from nil parts of
California, arrayed In festal costumes
THE
of bright silks and ( loth of gold. Fn-dthe glare of a deluge of living fire,
the passing of this Mongol water god
!,n
of unrecorded antiquity will be a spectacle never to be forgotten.
OS
In Egypt
14lí
The birth of Irrigation
will be represented in a manner
the land of mystery nnd the
cradle of the race. The figures on the
float and the escort will be garbed In
old Egyptian
raiment.
"The first Had No Right to Sell Water
power Irrigation" will be shown by a
float, the chief feature of which conWithout Consulting the May- sists of a gigantic bull's , head. To
Pennsylvania
Il7'ji
this will be fastened thongs and crude
ordomo News Notes From Southern
Pacific
appliances for the lifting of water
t'nlc.n Pacific
126V4
Irrigafrom prlinative receptacles.
do Preferred
the Courthouse.
si
tion practices In vogue among the AzAmalgamated Copper
70
l ulled
tecs, Zunis and other ancient race on
Stales steel
30
do
ÍKI
Preferred
the western continent will be symThe
commissioners
Gallegos
of
the
bolized by appropriate allegorlcul de- acepula in precinct No. 4, old town,
vices.
Not ice
were scored by
of the Peace Is hereby
Early California of mission days Jore H, Homero Justice
Riven to all parents of minors
yesterday
afternoon,
pplen-dlIn
13, Old A Ibuiiueriiiie,
d
No.
school
will be the subject of another
district
ndlsmlssing
case of the commis- that the school
term for the flscul year IIIOV
float, showing the beginnings ot sioners iigalnsthe
mayordomo
the
the
of
lo inns will commence on the 3rd day of
civilized progress under the guiding ditch.
Sepicinbor next, at the
school
hand of the Spanish padri'H. This
After hearing considerable evidence houses of said district. The respective
parents of school
float will be typical of the nubjcct, nnd Investigating the laws governing children llvlnn near Ihc school
house
the
of
and will be adorned with figures of the cequia, Justlco Homero stated Old Town will send their children to said
Franciscan friars and escorted by In- that the mayordomo was upheld In school. Those living near the school house
dians and Mexicans In picturesque na- riduslng to allow HUI Bert to take of liuranes will send their children to ta
repre- water from the ditch, after the com- school house at Duiiines. Those llvlnir at
tive cosluuii'. A magnificent
"l.a Ladera" the Hlchlends. will send their
sentation of modern "California" will missioner had sold it to him.
to the school house built recently
consist of a huge float superbly emHe also stated that the commission- children
the exclusive use of the children IIvIiik
bellished and depicting symbolically ers went beyond their nulhorlty In for
In that neliililiorhooil.
the enterprise unil activities of the sidling water from the ditch without
The school hooka required according to
NaMolden state In every direction.the know ledge of the mayordomo. The laws of the STth leitlslatlve assembly for
tive Daughters will have a conspicu- commissioners were ordered to pay the Instruction of children In the public
of the the costs of the action.
ous part in the Illustration
schools of the Territory of New Mexico can
from Manuel ft. HprliiR-e-r
Idea. A series of tlise beautiful floats
st his
It was reported last night that Hill lie obtained
..11
the corner of the Plata, Old Albuwill depict subjects lend'ng themselve
Itert, over whom the trouble origi- store
querque.
to
less
readily
picturesque
no
such
nated, would bring action against the
The teachers who have hern assigned to
treatment. As a whole and In detail commissioners.
tench In District No. 13, are as follows:
this gorgeous spectacle will surpass In
Al the school house In Old Town, the
brilliancy and effectiveness anything
More Demurrers Filed.
Mlssess Armljo, Rhonpe sml McCreed.
Five demurrer to the suit filed In
of the kind ever witnessed on the Pa- At Durance the Misses Allen and Kele-hethe district court by the United States
ifle eons'.
and at "l.a Ijiders" the BlKhlands,
of America against the territory of Mrs. Roberts snd Miss 'onnelly.
We
respectfully request from all psrents.
New Mexico, George W. Prlchard, Miguel A. (itero, AlpheuH A. Keen nnd tutors or Kuardlana In kindly send the children
under
their care lit the 'iiibllc schools
company,
were
the American Lumber
SAYS
this district, as we desire lo have our
filed In the district court yesterday by of
wishes for a complete and thorough educaGeorge w. Prlchard.
tion of the
under the Jurisdiction of
The demurrer were enumerated as our district children
realized.
follows: Demurrer No. 2, separate
.lKHt'S ROMERO.
No. 2, demurrer No. 3, sep
, '
TOMAS R. llt'ltAN,
IH
OF
TOMAH WKItNER.
arate demurrer No. 3, and separate de.
School interiors for School Itistrlet No. 11.
m ui rer No. 4.
Demurrers No. 2 and 3, were for
George W. Prlchard nnd Miguel A.
Auction Aulee, '
otero, while the separate demurrer Of slock of all kinds will be made twice a
THE
No. 2, 3 and 4, were for George W. month at Mr.Mitchell's Red Barn on tnnner
Avenue.
Mitchell ....has decided un this
Prlchard, Individually.
.11
' ..I..H
fia-lur-

GUESSING
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NEW REGULATIONS FOR
MAILING POST CARDS

AHLES

CLUB

WEDNESDAY, AUG.

es

held Monday.

LOS

MORNING JOURNAL,

A

h

IV

&

PETTIT,

N. T. Armljo

llulldln

It V O V K It Q U 10

.

Foundry and Machine Works.
It. I'. Hall, IVoiiriotor.

Iron and IJrass Castings, Ore, Coal, and
Lumber Cars, Pulleys, (irate Bars, Babbitt
Metal, Columns and Iron Front for Buildings, Repairs nn Minim and Milling Machinery our specially. FOl7NlH,Y, East Bid
of Railroad Track. AHiuqiieque. New Mexlen

Arthur E. Walker
Pirn Jnmiranrc.

Ittillillnij;

tllVi

RxTfnry Mutual
l'liuno - 6t5.

AwKM'Intlon.
Meat Central Avenue.

PIEBEÍiSTpÍS
rm.

A flan,
Rium far i i
..
NfVCI IN8WH TI f AH.
,r.t
(svonii (tuafktiitwü or
Hmttl
ft $1.00
f bx. Will .wild Hum u
it. tw pmii fuf
iVo rrllcvM, rUriblet rus, Ir jwu 4riMts4 4mb m
Uwh tmmá ftmt mrútn to Um
49
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P
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Minimmi,

Sri
In!,
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Sold In
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Hit
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5

N. O'Rtllly Co.
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Wholesale and Retail
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DEALEB

IN ÍRKWH AND SALT
Sausage a Specialty

as

cj

KEATS

For Cattle and Hogs the Biggest Mar

LOST BRQVJ1IS

SOCORRO

IN

iSe

BUGH

TRINIDAD

One of Colorado

City's Best
Fans Says the Sunday Game
Was Too Close for Comfort,
Bouquets for Browns, .

B. RUPPE
THE PRESCRIPTION
DRUGGIST

.

Supervisor
of Indian Employment
Charles E. Dagenette, who has just
returned from several weeks spent
among the Pueblo villages north of
Santa Fe. While away Mr. Dagenette
visited the villages of Taos, Santa
Clara, San Juan, San Ildefonso, Nambe
and Picuris.
"The Indians of that section appear
generally to be pretty prosperous this
fall," said Mr. Dagenette last night.
"Their crops of corn and other stand-by- s
have been pretty good and altogether the outlook for a comfortable
winter is fair,
"I find that the Indians are generally decreasing, rather than gaining In
numbers In the northern pueblos," he
said. "Santa Clara seems to be hold
ing Its own, but the other towns show
a slight falling off year by year, ine
Infant mortality appears to be consid
erable. I believe It is because of the
poor sanitary conditions and the lack
of attention the vounesters receive.
They are allowed to eat anything anil
everything, to stun on green melons
and unripe or overripe fruit and other
substances which are too mucn even
for the Indian digestive system."
Mr. Dagenette says that fiestas havi
been in progress during the past two
weeks at many of the villages.

115

Between R. R. and Copper Aves.

and 117 North First Street

Hardware,

Shelf

Cutlery,

Enamelvvare,

TENTS, WAGON COVERS,
RANCH SUPPLIES,

LAWN MOWERS,
REFRIGERATORS,
GARDEN TOOLS.

GARDEN HOSE.

POULTRY NETTING,

Winona Wagons, McCormick Mowers and Harvesters
BtCAUSt

THE MOST POPULAR

J. H. O'RIELLY COMPANV

IHtbtSL

CeJl Up Telephone 789

Albuquerque will be
Whenever you want your Proscriptions filled promptly and accurately of
"Baseball luck," according to the
Trinidad fans, Is all that lost the
sented at Socorro Sunday and
Tbe Iluslest Drug Store Bet wee a DeuTer and Los Angele.
If you want DRUGS and MEDICINES Bent up to your house In a Hurry.
buquertiue Browns the game at the
on the former day by the Gerón
Colorado town last Sunday. That the
MAIL ORDERS CAREFULLY FILLED.
and on Iabor day by the Barelas
Browns put up the best exhibition ever imos
Grays, both of which teams play the
H. E. FOX, Secretary and Manager.
Been on the Trinidad grounds Is tho Gem City
baseball team.
Ave;
117 W.
enthusiastic statement made by the
BLUE FRONT.
Cook, of the Socorros,
Manager
Chronicle-News,
Trinidad
which says wired Martin Ryan,' of the Gerónimos,
,of the game:
,
yesterday challenging the Irish team
Playing away
from home, on
Sunday at Socorro, adding
strange grounds, the Albuquerque to play
the Gerónimos might retrieve
Browns ut up the best exhibition of that
defeat here last Sunday. The
baseball Sunday that has ever been their
challenge was accepted.
seen in Trinidad, after throwing the
While the Gerónimos have no regW.
game away half a dozen times Satur- ular
pitcher at present, the members
day. They lost yesterday merely on
team
determined
aré
that
of
that
baseball luck, Trinlday getting the Waddell,
alleged brother of Btibe,
winning run In the ninth innijig be- shall not the
for them again. Mcing compelled to go to bat in the carty, thetwirl
former Cornell southpaw,
Boys' Shirt Waists .
, Boys' School Suits
ninth for the first time since the Can who was unable
to get here last week,
SPECIAL FOR THIS WEEK
yon, Texas, game.
apace
not
Our
will
permit
Boys'
Waists,
to
us
separately
describe
mnde of Chambrays, Cheviots, Perwill try to come and pitch the Sunday
Two to one was the final score, and game.
each style of Hoya' Suits that we carry. If you
cales and Sateens, In Indigo blues, reds, yreys, and
that Trinidad got It was because they
ONLY
need anything In that line. It will pay you to look
white, with neat stripes, checks nnd llgures, pleated
The Barelas Grays will go to So
gut the lucky hits in tHelr inning
corro Monday morning, playing the
our atock over before buying, a we can save you
fronts, shuped 'armboles, tone pocket, aoma hava
of Albuquerque doing it.
Gem Cltys that afternoon. Dapiel Pamoney on this class uf goods. The lino consists of
tbe detnchnble belt, all ages from 3 to 13 years.
A pitchers' battle was practically dilla, the Grays' manager, completed
Suits In rnssimerea, hard and soft finished
We succeeded in getting anThis lino of waists cannut he duplicated In Albuwhat the game was yesterday, Metz the arrangements yesterday for the
Worsteds, colors, medium nnd dark greys, brown
and Galgano being 'about the most game, with Manager Cook.
querque fur less than 3Tic. Our price is, each..25e
evenly matched pair of pitchers that
mixed, grey and black stripes and plaids, navy
Boys' Waists in plain white and plain black, alan
other snap in plain and ornaever worked on Central park diamond. PUEKCOTT TRAM EXTEKS
blue, all wool Serge, etc. Coats mado In single or
white ground with assorted colored figures and
Until the fifth Inning not a hit had
double breasted, slies from 3 to Id yearn, prices,
TIIK TAI It TOi'KXAMRNT
stripes, faced sleeve, fine pearl buttons, detachable
been made by Trinidad's sluggers off
Manager M. K. Hickey, of the terri:UMJ, 13.50,
i.00, I'J.SO,
mented Crepe Paper, which we
fl.00, $1.73, $r..00 and
Galgano, while the visitors during the
belt, made first class throughout.
All sites from
tournament,
has
$8.00 per Suit.
game were able to get but four scat- torial fairan baseball
KOu
4 to 14 years, eaeh
manapplication
the
from
received
SEEKS
We
good
a
have
line
of
tered scratch hits off Metz. Metz ager of the baseball team of Prescott,
Knee Panls f.,r boys. In
Boys' White Fauntteroy Waists, made uf fine white
will sell this week at a price
walked two men and hit one. Gal- Ariz , to enter the tournament. Prescloth similar lu the above suits, at 8,1e, IHIe, 60c,
lawn, front with double ruffle of embroidery, deep
gano walked five and hit none, but
7e, 85c and $1.00 the I'alr. Ages from 3 to 10
cott Is reported to have a good, live
cuffs with ruffle to match,
collar and
Aletz had the best of it on strike-out- s,
years.
that will pay anyone who exof ball players, and will
fanning ten to Galgano's six, the big aggregation
draw string, pearl buttons.
Sizes 3 to ( years,
to the list
be
noteworthy
a
addition
Italian having difficulty In making the of entries.
60c
each .
Boys'
School
Shoes
.
Trinidad fellows go to the bench with
pects to have use for anything
Poys'
Kangaroo
y,
Calf Shoes, cap toe, heavy
out anything to show for their time at It VAX TtF.STC.XS AS
Stockings for Boys and Girls
bat.
double sole, sewed and screwed, natural oak soles,
MANAUF.lt OP C.EROXTMOR
of the kind in the next six
The game was, to quote one of Trin
edges.
i extension
A good, durable shoe, and will
("Jerónimos, the amateur hase-ha- ll
The
Misses' full seamless fast black hose, fine ribbed,
idad's best fans, "Too close for comteam, which has been crossing Widow of Man Who Was Run
stand rough wear. Sizes 13 to 2, per pair
$1.75
all sizes from 6 to DVj. This is a good serviceable
fort." The visitors were a complete hats with various teams In New MexSizes 2 'b to filj, the pair
$2.00
months, to buy it now. You
hose, and tbe way cotton goods are golns up In
surprise to the big crowd who had ico during the past five months, will
Down and Killed by Train at
Boya' Vlcl Kid Shoes, Prince Henry blueher style,
turned out, expecting to see the have a new manager soon.
10e
price these are very cheap at, the pair
top,
new cap too last, nil solid leather ex- calf
Browns wl.ned off the earth after the
With the
Negotiating
Ttyan has resigned from that
Heavy fast black seamless hose, double knee, fine
Sabinal
Martin
may
anyone
sells
ask
that
showing that they made on Katurday position, "giving his reasons as that the
tension edge. This Is a neat, dressy shoe, und one
rib, u good, strong hose, sultuhle for either boys
With Metz in the box the bunch duties were too arduous. A committhat will give good wear. Sizes 9 to in, pair. .$1.75
Officials,
Local
or girls.
15
Sizes 5 to tM,ú. the pair
that had been jiie for Xash seemed tee composed of Tonv Ortiz, B. Arch
Sizes 131, to 2, per pair
Crepe
tell
will
they
Paper and
$'.00
regular custard, but the fans got the er and Martin Ttyan, has been appointMIsscb' fine ribbed black seamless hose, mercerized
Sizes. 2a to r,
the pair
.'
surprise of their lives. Trinidad play- ed to wait upon J. H. O'Rlelly, the
$'.'5
finish, looks equal to silk, suitable for girls, In
Mrs. Tlufflne V. do Armilo. widow
Boys' I,ow Cut Shoes, Dongola Blueher. Oxford
ed errorless ball, while the visitors popular local Insurance man, and
you that They Pay More for it
who was struck
Armljo,
plain ribbed or lace. This Is a very pretty and
Melquíades
of
had five errors chalked up against athlete enthusiast, offering him the and killed by a Santa Fe train at SabiPotay last, light
double sole, all solid,
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were all of
them In much better form yesterday
trip
from Albuquerque
their long
probably having much to do with the
rutten exhibition of baseball that they
put up Saturday.
If the Albuquerque Browns piny ball
at home like they played It yesterday
when the Trinidad go there In two
weeks, there will probably ie somi
sad news to send to Trinidad.
The score of the ame:
Trliildnd.
AH. Tt.H. P.O. A.
1
Oreen,
(
2
6
Webster, 21)
0
MeOlellaJul rf. . . . 4
1
3
"
Nlehoff 3b
11
Brlerly, e.
Sweet,
)

players

2
2

.

If.

I'mig, cf. .
Harper. If.

..

Metz, p.

Totals

.

2
32

.

5 27
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and
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MrHugll. if. .
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lUlfiliimi, 3b.
Slifd, lb
McItdlitiM,
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1.
1; Albuquerque
o
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by
out.
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fi: off Met
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Proprietor.
Albuquerque.
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IV YOU WANT

All. K. II. P.O. A. K.
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boy and girl buying
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BUTTON THAT COMES OFF WE WILL PAY YOU TEN
CENTS. IF YOU RIP THEM IN THE SEAT OR ELSEWHERE
WE WILL PAY YOU ONE DOLLAR OR GIVE YOU A NEW
AND WEAR THEM TWO MONTHS

1.00V

$1,75, $2,50, $3,00, $3,50 and S4.00
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recent magazine article Mr.
In
Lincoln Steffens says what he evidently thinks
the harshest and
thing that can possibly be said
uf President Honsevelt. His language
i
us follows:
"His country owes as much to
Elhan Allen Hitchcock as It does to
the ancestor after whom he was
named. The debt may never be paid.
Mr. Hitchcock Is not a popular figure.
Undemocratic, uncommunicative, Independent, he was In office no respecter of persons. To the president
a crooked senator Is a senator; Mr.
Roosevelt plays (he game. To his
Í the Interior, u crooked
(senator Is a crook. He cannot play
the game."
Now, we. have a high regard for Mr.
Hitchcock quite us high an Mr. Stef-fen- s
has and also for any other man
who "cannot play the game," In the
offensive sense In which Mr. Steffens
uses that phrase. Mr. Hitchcock and
his kind are great, admirable and userole of
ful In their uncompromising
"no respecter of persons." We could
not get along without such men. We
need them to enable us to make any
progress. Hut if we had no other sort
they would retard and prevent progress. Their Inability to "play the
game," unless supplemented or offset
by the efforts of some one who can
play It, would defeat any early accomplishment of their most cherished
purposes.
Xo one will question the fuel that
Theodore Koosevelt has us keen an
appreciation of the difference between
right and wrong, between honesty
and dishonesty, between crooked and
Ktralght, a Mr. Hitchcock has, und he
Will achieve desired
results till the
more uulckly because he can "play the
game," as Mr. Steffens offensively puts
il, than the man who cannot. The
crooked senator Is undoubtedly u
"crook," to adopt Steffens' slang
phrase, and Koosevelt knows It Just
as well us Steffens or Hitchcock, but
It Is at the same lime a melancholy
fact that he is also a senator as well
bs a "crook," and Is to be dealt with
of one
as Much, He Is
house of emigre, and If there are
more than one of him, so many more
nlnetleth. The vote of that house is
necessary to bring about the enactment of beneficial legislation which
the president peeks. Can he do otherwise than "play the game." without
"losing out?" So long as he gives
way to nothing wrong so long us he
urges and obtains only what Is for the
he lo be censured for
public good
avoiding useless antagonism of the
"crooked senator'.'" If he can bring
the crooked one to the support of that
which Is not crooked, and which will
tend lo prevent or punish crookedness,
Is he not Justified In thus striving to
"play the game?"
a
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Just

now, when the public schools
all over the country are about entering upon their year's work, the old
question us to the character of the
Instruction that should be given to the
coming men and women of the nailon,
becomes again a live Issue, and one of
much more than ordinary importance.
Speaking of this mutter an exchange
declares there is u growing conviction
that It I all wrong to Compel the
patent to send the boy to school, and

then, In the years hile virtual control over the pupil Is thus wrested
from tne parent, to teach him so little
that fits him for earning a livelihood.
While no sensible person question
the value of that elementary instruction which lays u basis not only broud
enough for higher education but also
broad enough for Intelligent citizenship, there Is u
number who Insist that the training
which goes to fit one to earn his dally
breud It not necessarily a whit Inferior In lis mental stimulus ami value,
lo those studies which ileal with more
abstruse und purely academic mutters.
The child of poverty must get the
Industrial training; the ability to earn
one's "keep" and to contribute to the
mipport of dependent kin I essential
to Independence and stability of character. When to the training that
confers this Is added that proper fruit
the schools a taste for the higher
urn against the lower, and a comprehension of the real Joys that come to
the Intellectual only then we have
m human achievement
to be proud of.
Today eur school are turning out too
many boys with ambitions that they
cannot achieve for lack of industrial
teadily-increusln-

tt

g

y,

prac-tleal-ll- fe

President
Editor.
City Editor.

Entered aa second class matter at tin
postoftlce at Albuquerque. N. il., under act
I longresa or March 3, 187.
THE

thai progress Is evidenced In the newer features oí their educational curricula. The discussion haa been enlightened elsewhere also, and we find that
the people of West Duluth are so modifying their high school course as to
make tt not merely
but, theoretically at least,
preparatory. Of course, this
will necessitate a modification of the
elementary-schoo- l
courses, but it Is a
step In a direction that public-schoeducation seems bound to take.
What educators have before them,
as an urgent problem for the exercise
of their keenest faculties, Is how to
give a child his elementary industrial
training along with his mental cultivation, and not to spread the education too thin In either case. It Is
clear to all that the youth must be
fitted to grapple with real life problems in any case, and under no cir
cumstances be made to feel that his
schooling Is a sort of detached lever
arrangement which may or may not
vitally fit into his dally life and work
when school has passed into a mem
ory.
A POSKIIU.K

OPPOltTl'MTV.

Addressing a Kentucky audience
people of a state Immovably democratic, apparently, In their politics
Secretary of War Taft asked at Lexington: ''Now, Is It not time for a
highly intelligent, manly electorate
to commune with Itself and to say to
itself that the period has arrived In
which by independent action at the
polls It shall establish Its right to be
considered by both parties as a factor
in making up nutlonal policies and In
selecting national candidates?"
That query, by a high republican
official, and an avowed republican
candidate for the presidency, was addressed to the people of a democratic
state, and since the republican territory of New Mexico Is now living un- book.
der the administration of a democratic
All of this goes to hearten the men
governor and seems to be getting who
Insist that prohibition, and not
It,
too It local option,
along very well under
is the only cure for the
would not serve to muddle things any whiskey evil, and they are forecasting
more for us to take a hand In guess- a campaign
for the extreme policy.
ing Mr. Taft's Kentucky conundrum.
Such a battle will not be as easily won
We are told by a democratic ex- In
Kentucky as It has been in Georgia,
change the New York Commercial
because of the enormous Investments
that the republican party, Insofar as that
but the present
lire affected,
a miiforlty of the members of It can
swelling temperance tide may be carbe properly scheduled in the matter
ried that far under a magnetic leader-shl- :.
of their political opinions, has never
as yet felt the necessity of asserting
The temperature of hades Is fixed,
Itself mllltantly for securing support
and will continue available for purIn the states "below the line;" it has
poses of illustration and comparison,
uniformly opposed everything that
but prohibition in Kentucky Is by no
looked like mipport of southern sen
means an impossibility.
timent or southern policies. Hut the
time has obviously arrived when a be- The Washington Star, which is a
I
state like Kentucky very carefully conducted Journal, and
can well afford to renounce the policy always "safe and sane," finds that
that puts the fear of negro domination
citizens of all shades of political
at the fore-froas a political Issue. opinion are asking whether the so- can never rule
called "trust-bustincampaign has
And If her electorate would not gone far enough at this time. They
only once divide rationally on political are wondering whether the adminisquestions, assert Itself as for or against tration and the state governments
the policies that aie being pushed by have. not hit too rapid a pace In their
the Koosevelt administration, It would pursuit of the big corporations. Cerblaze the way for a breaking up of tain plain signs Indicate as much to
the "solid south."
unprejudiced minds. They point to a
Is it not possible that the south has perilous loss of public securities and
some
man of presidential caliber a state of extreme nervousness rewhose nomination by either the repub- garding the value of others more or
lican or the democratic party would less affected by the policy of corpoattruct general support and thus de- ration regulation. The financial barstroy the vicious sentiment that bus ometer Is low."
for more than forty years made the I
Curiosity is still rife as to whether
south, as a foregone conclusion, the
Mr.
Rockefeller figures his $94 witness
supporter of anybody oj anything
democratic socialist,
anarchist or fee as clear profit or merely as an off"yellow dog," that the democratic set against the $2, 000,000 charged up
party might chance to put Up? Mr. against him by the government.
Taft has given the people of Kentucky
ELLA SQUEALER PILLBOX
something to think ebout.
ween-the-lln-

Ken-luck-

y.

Solos

by th

1

THAT WASH DAY down at
was a kind of a Blue Monday for
Ros-we- il

There Is a commendable curiosity to
learn whether Mr. Fairbanks. Mr.
Knot, Mr. Hoot, Mr. Cannon, or any
one of a number of other well known
and highly esteemed gentlemen, eun
equal or excel Mr. Taft as a keynote
sounder. The republican party has a
good many men of presidential size,
und unless they have greatly changed
In the last few years they are not going to sit supinely by and see Mr. Taft
carry off the prize without an effort,
even If Mr. Koosevelt does want him
for a successor. Mr. Foraker does not
hesitate to let his light shine on this
subject, and you would not be making any wild guesri If you should assume there will be others In sight
within a year from this time.
According to the Washington Star,
declarations from both side concerned In the telegraphers' strike Indicate
that everybody Is hopeful and cheery
except the plain citizen Who would
like to send
few message.
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Futfelle Furn. Co.

Stirclnl net prices for cash before lxiiig deluded by
big discounts, AVe offer special this week for cash or
'
'
payments. '
:
Chairs, 50 cents and up.
, I
Bedsteads,' 1. B0 and up.
Steel Couches, $5.00 and up.
,,'
Steel Springs, $2.00 and up.
,
Mattings,
up'.
15 cents nnfl
China
:,
Carpets, 25 cents a yard and up.
4
Art Squares, $3.50 and up.
'Big stock and lowest prices. Window shades made
to order. We want your trade, cash or payments.
'

,

.
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THAT KEYNOTE speech of the
Hon. Bill Taft seems to have been
more or leas of a discord.

Club House Grape

Rose's Raspberry Vinegar

THE HON. EM Comptometer announces that he has vindicated himself
with the Bar association.

and

IT IS NOT surprising that a gentleman who was once measured for a
penitentiary suit feats the stripes.

try

Duffy's Apple Juice, at

vialoy s

Up-to-D- ate

after the

fortune tellers and mediums. Los An
geles wants all the easy tourists' cash
herself.
SCHMITZ has received the final
A New York editor, has reblow.
ferred to him as "Schultz." Such Is
.In

Famous S. & T, Unamatic Price and Cost Book, Small
enough for the Vest Pocket. Large enough for the Desk, ,
Bound in beautiful Seal Leather,
Sheets can be removed instantly, Just the thing for the
Busy Man,
A

IT IS QUITE likely the Hon. Em
wishes he had laundered that cloudy
linen in the privacy of his own back
yard.

fame, even

HERE'S WHAT YOU NEED.

one

cut-to-t- lt,

libel suits.

LOS ANGELES has gone

Juice,

Rose's Lime. Juice,

THE FEARLESS young attorney
from Santa Fe showed that he believes
In calling a spade a spade.

the HON. Km ought to
of those justly celebrated

West End of Viaduct.

Bass Island Grape Juice,

ee

Frisco.

Bookbinder and Rubber stamp maker. Phone 921.' Journal Building.

DRUGGISTS.
of Alvnrado

Pharmacy,

Hold

Hrt
ONE MORE vindication like that
Pharmacy, Corner of Kant Cenat Roswell would put the Hon. Em tralHighland
and llroudway.
into the political graveyard to which
he is last being hurried.
Mail Order Adrertlaera.
Let ut help you get
business from
DID THE HON. .Comptometer ex- nur thousnnile of readers.BorneThere
Is
A
plain whether or not there was any It to be had and while our present Iota
advertruth in the attorney's assertion tisers in the Morning Journal are' getting
about a "convicted Felon?"
,
their shares there la plenty loft for new.
oomors.
WHILE WE ARE vindicating, will
the Hon. Em please rise and inform
AUTISTIC lycTI'KE
AM I. G.
the Common Geezer how much he lUOASONABLE PRICES. Fit
KIIOWELL
paid for his penitentiary brick?
& l EMM Kit STUDIO, SI3 2
e
AVE.
AND NOW the New York, boss barbers have a scheme to make all
NOTICK FOR Pl'BIJCATION.
cut their own huir. The re- Department of the Interior, Land Office at
sult would be picturesque to say the
Wunta Fe, New Mexico, August 18. 1H07.
Notice Is hereby given thut Kplfunto
leust.
Avenue

and

reel,

HI

CEN-TIIA-

See

N. M.,

trade. Come and see me and learn about some of the lots I have for sale.
They are sure winners. Also have ranches and some splendid houses,

t..1!2!22Ká

modern, and

L

has filed notice

Wall Paper and Paints

nve-ye-

i

J.

11107.

He names the following witnesses to prove
hia continuous residence upon, and cultivation of, Hie land, viz: Cipriano Sanchez, of
Pajarito, N. M. ; Felipe Herrera, of Atrlsco,
N. M. : Ellas Chavez, of Alliuijuernue. N. M. :
Oabrlel Chavez, of Albuquerque, N. M.
MANUEL It. OTEItO,
Hegister.

D. EMMONS

Successor to Stacy and Company.
Cor. Second Street and Lead Ave.

"THE ONLY fellows who object to
the Investigation of territorial land
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
transactions are those who are afraid Department of the Interior, Land Office at
Santa Fe, New Mexico, August la, 1907.
of being caught." Roswell Record.
Notice Is hereby given that Juan Anto
Listen to the anvil chorus and you
nio
of old Albuquerque, N. S"., nas
can get a valuable pointer on where filed Liurule,
notice of his Intention to make final
they stand.
proof In support of his claim, viz.:

--

ALL USERS

ot

OF- -

rive-yv-

Entry

Homestead

May 16.

FOURTEEN hearts pre said to hav. 1:107, for the N M 8WÍ4, SEW made
SW!4 SVV,
beat as seven yesterday when that SK'.iSec. 12, Township 10 N, Itange W, and
many El Paso couples applied for that sulil proof will be made before-IIaW. 8.
marriage licenses. Can it be that the Otero, United Slates Court Commissioner at
Albuquerque,
M.,
N.
on
5,
1907.
October
rehigh percentage of marriages Is
names the following witnesses to prove
sponsible for the numerous suicides hisHecontinuous
residence upon, and cultiva,
In the Puss City?
tion of, the Innd, viz: Cipriano Sanchez, of
No.

11,461.

!

.

JOURNAL CLASSIFIED ADS

Herrera, of Atrlsco,
says that he N.ajarito,Ellns M.;
THE
Chuvez, of Albuquerque, N. M.;
intended to pass that Hunna matter (iabrlel Chavez, of Albuquerque, N. M.
"over In silence," but "unfortunately
MANUEL II. OTKRO,
ltcglsler.
it became public." This Is quite. conceivable. And there were times when,
something?
tn
Turn
Want
elnsslfled
the
things
keep
such
the Hon. Em could
roliinins of the Morning Journul jou muy
from becoming public.
Felipe

N.

M--

--

GET RESULTS- -

find it In two minutes.

Try a Morning Journal Want Ad
THE RUSSIAN DOUMA
SI.L

hits not been much of a success, nnd bus
brea dotted by order of the rzur. He evidently Is sonirnhiit fearful thut it will
urouhe In Hie people u desire for a more liberal form of government. Once you become
llcquniiilrd with (he rinse of plumbing vtork
we do It will ii rou e lit you a dclre to entrust us with your plumbing work. If yon
want to lie free from future annoyances en-

Quier & Jeckell,
For Painting and Paper Hanging.
work guaranteed
508 N. Fourth St.
Plume 717.
First-cln-

ss

d,

he Is accused of having killed hulls
and other Ihings too horrible to mention, says the Kl I'aso Times.
Not the least of the punishment inflicted upon the unhappy
band of
Klks Is a red-iiarticle by talented
Ella Wheeler Wilcox.
The (uien Sabe Crowd, which returned from Philadelphia the possessors of honois and prizes to do El
Paso proud, had to raise money for
the Journey to the Quaqer City. New
unifoiins must be bought; the Guadalajara bend of Mexico hid been engaged; ru 11 road fares for a crowd of
the proportions of the Quien Subes
was no small matter, and ns part of
program a bull
the money-raisin- g
fight was arranged
to be held In
Juarez.
But the Klks did not fight bulls.
The Klks, Instead, simply had fun. A
suckling calf was led into the bloody
ring, preceded by n man with the regulation baby'a bottle, rubber nozzle
und all. After several burlesques of
the suckling culf order, the Klks left
the ring, and Spanish and Mexican
matadors fought the bulls.
This did not prevent the sending of
a special dispatch from Kl Paso, telling that the (Julen Unbca themselves
fought bulls, and disgraced themselves In other ways.
Poetess Mrs. Wilcox saw the "news
Item, and proceeded
to dish out a
roast such as few r.eoplc other than
herself can dish out. The result has
been o very much disgtuntled and disgusted crowd of Quien Subes. "News"
is not always "news," it would seem.
The Elks got decidedly the worst of
this attempt at the making of news.

I

SEE E. O. PRICE, 212 S. Second St.

his Intention to mnko final
proof
WHILE THE "Exoneration" is on, of support
of his cliilm. viz: Homestead enthe Hon. Em should explain that Utile In
try
No. 11.460. made May IB, 11107, for the
matter of the governor's messages In
Section 12, Township 10 N., ftanRe 2
Spanish at $12.38 a page, which he NW',4
W., nnil
said proof will be made before
neglected to print until he hud hi.-- H. AV. S.that
Otero, United States Court Com
attention called to the subject.
missioner at Albuquerque, N. M., on October
G,

E. O. Price

You might as well expect to keep busy picking up silver dollars that
youflnd rolling up hill, as to make 'big money without Investing small
savings In real estate. I am In business here to stay and I want your

rs

of Albuquerque,

S. LITHGOW,

H.

B.H.Briggs&Co
Proprietors

More Pensions.
Hon. W. H. Andrews continues to
do things for New Mexico In cruel disregard of the delicate sensibilities of
those who rage and Imagine a vain
thing against him. Socorro Chieftain.

'

;

ee

WITH ZION close by It may be that
the two Las Vegases will become the
Heavenly Twins.

MAX INFORMS us with on air of
Hot Hunch Handed to El Paso
Croud ior Phoney Hull light in In lured Innocence Hint he hits ben
exonerated entirely of any suspicions
Which Sticking Calf Officiated.
of a shadow of an imputation regarding that $1,200. This Is unnecessary.
All the happy,
big Everyone knows that It was Just
hearted Klks did was to lead a suck- through an error In bookkeeping, that
ing calf Into the arena in Juarez, but he tried to collect It twice.

trust your plumbing contract, with reliable
ami responsible piirtlca.
I.ct us furnlsb Jrou
will, un estimule.

L.B- -Established
PUTNEY

NOW IT IS said that the designs
187 J
made for gold coins by St. Guudens
cannot be used because the coins Wholesale Grocer. Flour, Feed
would not stack evenly, but would
and Grain. Agent for
topple to one side.
Mighty few of the common people,
Mitchell Wagons.
however, lire going to huve nny coins
- . t New Mexico
to stack this year ut Hie present price Albuquerque
of coal.

Hagerman
WHAT MEANS the
clique's abysmal silence concerning
the appointment of Mr. Jaffa ns secretary and Judge Fall as attorney
general ? Socorro Chieftain.
What means that abysmal silence of
the Plunderbund concerning the passing of their predecessors who quietly
became lias beens under the genu-.pressure of the thumb of your Uncle
Sum?
ee
nccount of
IN THE ALMANAC'S
Mr. Hanna's somewhat pointed speech
ut Koswell one may note the following
terms:
Dirtiest of Ingratitude.
Most Dirty Slanders.
Foul, Cowardly and Cruel Aspersions and Slanders.
Cowardly, Mullelous and Infamous
Conduct.
Baseless and Groundless Slanders.
Yellow

Sheets.

Cowardly, Dirty und Venomous
Manner.
Malicious Falsehoods.
Deliberate Lies.
Imbecile Fake Reform Administration.
Wild and Disgraceful Tirade.
Cowardly, Indecent, Brutal and Low.
Pugilistic und Anarchistic.
Maliciousness, Falsity and Venom."
Hay Fever and Hummer Tolda.
Malicious Slanders.
Victime of hnv fever will experience great
Unfounded ond Ridiculous Charges.
benefit by taking Foley's Honey and Tar, aa
Campaign Hlandern.
It stops difficult breathlnc Immediately and

heals the Inflamed air paaeacee. and even
Tea Vea ra la Bed.
If tt should fall to euro you It will Iva In"For ten years I waa conflned to my bed
stant relief.
The genuine It In a yelluw
with dilutee of my kldtieya," writes 11. A.
pacliate. i. If. Olllelly Co., druggists.
Itray. J. P , of Oakvllle, Ind. "It waa ao severe that I could not move part of the time.
(Not Coal J.and
I ronaulted the very beat meilloal (kill availNOTIIK FOR PIBLHATION.
able, but could get no relief until Foley's
!epartment of the Interior. Land Office at Kidney Cure waa recommended
to me. It
Manta Fe, N, M, August II. 1407.
haa been a (lodiaad te me." J. If, O'Klollr
Notice la hereby Riven that Ambrocln Co., druggleta.
,
,
Ranchea, of (lid Albuquerque,
N. M
haa
Died notice of his Intention to make final
1M
OH
MAI I, TOWN AND
A
UVI!
IF
l
r
proof In support of his claim,
IT IIAKO TO OK'f WHAT VOU
Kntry No. 1.100. made July , FINO
llomeeteaii
WANT IN FAX V OK HTAi'I K OKOCF.lt-I Mi. fur the HK
Section 14, Town. hip I.V,
WKITK I'M. WR HAVK NKAIU.I
ftniit 12W, and (hat aald proof will be IKM,
CO.
made before H. W. 8. Otero, li'nlled Wale. MFHlTIIIMJ. F. d. I'KATT
Court Cnmmtuloner at Albuquerque, N. at..
in October s, 107.
OIR NEW TKtFPIIONÍ! NUMBKR I
He nemea the following wltneaaea to prove MKTV-(tai. KKMIWIIFK TIIKIIIC H
hla ronllnuotia residence upon, and culti
AI.WAVs A í'OI'RTFOt s) Cl.r KK KFAOV
vation of, the land, via; Fellrlano Chave. TO TAKK
YWt K OKOFK, NO MATlfcH
I're.lillo Chavea, Salvador Haca. Magdaleno HOW MAM. r. O. IK ATT
CO.
Baca, all of Old Albuquerque.
N. M
MA.NL'KL. R. OTERO,
Pal Flnlo Mineral Water rare and
ftegliter.
BIIIIoatasM.
Ask year (racer fur It,
fire-yea-

Get the y

"CONVICTED FELON" started the
fireworks. It Is the truth that gets under the hide.

Hel

good-nature-

A

For
Summer
Drinks

Trini-

e

When they have some line to divide
upon, except the color line, our southern friends seem to develop differences of opinion equally as positive as
those which characterize
American
citizens in other sections of the country. A second democratic primary In
Mississippi to decide the question of a
candidate for governor, has resulted
almost fn a draw. The vote is so close
the winner may have less than a thousand the best of the contest. These
primary elections should do a lot of
good In reviving Interest In the state
In the ballot box and In nubile discussions of political policies. Conditions
In Mississippi have
been such for
years that only a languin Interest was
shown In elections. There being but
one party In the stale, matters went
much by default. Several times a
state ticket has been elected by a vote
smaller than that cast In the east or
west In a congressional
ruce, while
representatives have been sent to Congress by only a few thousand votes.
By Insisting on a canvass by those aspiring to office the democrats of Mississippi should secure the best they
huve in their shop.

r

Second
FlddléV

WELL, WE managed to get
dad Interested, anyhow.
Max.

23, 1907.

WEDNESDAY, AUG.

GOVERNMENT from- - Washington
was nil tight until the sleuthhounds
treed the liunderbuiui. Koswell Record.
And the most amusing thing about
It Is to see the Iiumterbund fawning
ROAST QUIEN SABE ELKS on the president while attacking hlsr
policy.

LIVE ISSUE IN MISSISSIPPI.

hopes It will not
that the capitalists who
,
are predicting ruin have made prepartraining.
New Yol k and Chicago have long ations to buy just as soon as things get
diacuM-- this subject, and aomt prao down far enough.
--

KENTUCKY' AND PltOHIMTlOX.
"When hades freezes over, or Kentucky votes for prohibition," was a
phrase once in use to describe a thing
thought to be quite Impossible. The
latter half of the phrase can no longer
be used to perform this service. Prohibition may soon be an Issue In Kentucky. At any rate there Is a general
belief that ltwl!l soon be made an Issue, and temperance sentiment in the(
state has grown so rapidly of late that
such a campaign would stir the whole
commonwealth profoundly. In a pinch
prohibition might carry.
The country has been advised of the
changes that In the last decade have
taken place In the Blue Grass state on
this subject. Becoming arrogant by
reason of their wealth and power, the
whiskey interests went Into politics,
and demanded a voice In the nominating caucus, and later they put up
candidates and elected them, and then
used them in office
for their own
ends. They defied, for years with impunity, such laws as they did not like.
The Sunday closing law was a dead
letter In til the cities and towns, and
the saloon keepers had their own way.
It was not an easy matter to break
this power, but the power has been
broken. The revolt spread slowly, but
It spread.
Heginning In the country
districts, and aided materially by the
country clergy, it has made Itself felt
In every portion of the state, until In
all but a baker's dozen of the counties
temperance now rules. Even In the
cities the temperance Influence is active, and the question Is entering Into
this year's campaign for the election
of a state ticket. Governor Beckham,
who Is a candidate
for the United
States senate, and Is the power behind
the whole democratic
ticket, is In
strong sympathy with the temperance
program, and hi the matter of Sunday
dosing is bringing the saloon men to
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Stiver A.).

Bell Co.

Th Vrompt 'PUtmbrr1

SCHOOL SHOES.
We

want to supply your

boys and girls with good
reliable footwear for the
opening of the schools.
We have paid particular attention to this branch
of our business and our
stock of school shoes is
larger and more up to
date than ever, We are
sure we can please you in
style and quality as well
as in price,

lo

II...... il.no

Jl

1-

lo

2

2

lo 6

3....

LIGHTNING

HAY PRESSE S, J. Korber & Co., N.

IF YOU'RE IN THE DARK

broken wator or "team pipe fixed, new
faa fixture, . bathroom put In, or
furnace repaired, come to us. We do
new work ntmot or aatr kind f
repair. Our work la right and ao art
our prlcaa.

STANDARD

JpWIpiilll

.IHLMiMnny

in

'g'.'i

2

2

lo 13
lo 2

rmir end of It when you deal with ua In
lumber, whether you want brums surfaced
one slile or four; boards plnln or boards
planed, tongued and grooved; lalli, shingles,
or what not without knot, or other defects.
If a stick of wood In this yard Isn't rirak,
class we tell you so, and charge you only
"seconds" price If you want It at all.
Yours for a square deal.
la

In $1.85

..$1.25 lo $2.25
$1.75 lo $2.50

to 5

1-

$1.25 to $I.H
$1.50 to $2.25
$1.75 to

.O

y

i

are-rea-

J

MlhrA'tHf

THE SQUARE END OF IT

r

BOYS' SHOES
13

i

PLUMBING AND
HEATING COMPANY.

I

Second

SSI

s

m to where to go for your plumbing,
let ui enlighten you. If you want

!1

GIRLS' SHOES
H

r

pest

'

'0

X

Ue IUO Gil ANDE
LVMBEít COMPANY
Third and Marquette. Phone 8

-
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on the proposition refused to take any
action In the matter. When the tax
rate is lowered the personal property
taxpayer believes that he contributes
more than his share of taxes but when
the rate is raised the law allows him
to take advantage of the lower rate
of the previous year In paying his
taxes.

NEWS OF

TUGUJMIGARÍ

LOIS AOE

Over. Fifteen

grows richer and the Indications are
that the Orala Is goinpf to be among
the most valuable copper properties
in Grant county.
Comanche I'lourisliinx.
It is understood in mining circles
that the Comanche Mining and Smelting; company will very soon greatly
increase their operations in the famous
Pinos Altos district. The recent Installation of a new 600-to- n
furnace
at their smelter, was nn indication that
there waa something to be doing by
the big company. Their Pinos Altos
mine Is now producing a vast quantity
of very rich ore but the contemplated
increase of operations in the district
will largely add to the output.
In the Burro mountains where the
company owns valuable copper properties, a great deal of assessment and
development work lias been done during the past three months. Development work has been more than satisfactory and the showing made Is gratifying to the company. So much so,
indeed, that the company intends, II
is reliably stated, to be ready to begin mining operations on a large scale
just as soon as the Santa Fe railroad
is constructed into the Burro Copper
district from Whitewater and that
there will be at an early day, the company having settled "upon the route
and is now preparing for active construction work.
The new manager, H. F. Ellard of
the Comuncho Mining and Smelting
company, a cultured and most excellent gentleman as well as experienced
mining man, is rapidly making himself
familiar with conditions and will soon
have everything moving harmoniously
i.nd smoothly.
Mure Machinery.
The Chemung Copper company at
Tyrone ' has received two powerful
hoisting engines and two large pump.
The latter were sent out to Tyrone lust
Wednesday and it is undcrestood the
company will also install immediately
a large, steel concentrator.
The company now has a new mining
engineer on their Copper Flat property, It. N. Marble, who until recently
has been assistant chief at Isphcming,
Mich,
lie Is a graduate of the Columbia School of Mines, and for a
young man he has much mining experience, lie and his wife may makf
Silver City their home.
Deal Is Oil.
St. Louis papers announce that the
.sale of the National Copper Mining
company und the AJax Copper company in the Burro mountains, to 'the
(iURgenhcim-i- , if indeed,, It ever waa on,

HE

.

Manufacturers are buying very conservatively on account of the condition of the money market and are disinclined to incur new obligations nt
the present market for commercial
bills; therefore there is very little
speculative buying, and most of the
is to supply urgent
wool moving
needs. Once in a vhlle a lot of especially choice wool is bought for future
needs, to prevent its being taken by
some other party. Another cause of
the quiet tone is the extreme slowness
with which new wools are arriving and
being opened, this making a limited
selection offering. .Staple and tine
wools are very strong, with a moderwools sellate supply, with clothing
ing fairly well, . but ' not as freely as
worsted wools. Heeent sales have been
largely In line and fine staple territories and fleeces. Foreign wools are
extremely quiet, owing to the scarcity
of desirable lots. Fine merinos arc
very scarce and crossbreds are neglected, most of the stocks being New
Zealand crossbreds. which are not in
demand. There Is little interest in the
coming London sales in September, as
the wools suitable for this country
will not be offered in any quantity. It
is reported that the Australian clip
will be very little, if any, larger than
last season. A well known domestic
clip of fancy wool has been contracted
for in the west for 1908 at 17y2c, this
being against 18 c paid this year by
the same house, but nothing else has
been done so far ahead. Siles In Boston this week included Idaho, Montana and Wyoming, in the original
bags at 2 5 ill 27c, staple Oregon at
23V.ii) 25c, Texas twelve months' at
26 '27c, Texas eight months at 23"ü
for
2 4c. California scoured at 66j68c
northern and fi4irfi.re for middle
delaine at
counties, fine unwashed
3S H ftSIHe, unwashed Ohio at 32c,
Michigan
half
Ohio half blood at 34c,
s
blood nt 32 ( 33c Ohio
three-eightat
blood
Michigan
33c,
at
,

Roll

izona County

a Most

possesses medicinal properties of Its own,
being a valuable demulcent, nutritive,
antiseptic and antifermeut. It adds
greatly to the efficacy of the ltlack Cherry-harliloodroot, (olden Seal root, Stone
root and Queen's root, contained In
"Golden Medical Discovery " in subduing
chronic, or lingering coughs, bronchial,
throat and lung affections, for all of which
these agents aro recommended by standard medical authorities.
In all cases where there is a wasting
away of flesh, loss of appetite, with weak
stomaíji, as In the early stages of
there can be no doubt that glycerineacts as a valuable nutritive and
aids jflie Onlden beal root, btone root.
Queers roit and Black Cherrybark In
promiiung ingestion and maiding up tho
flesh an"
Irength, controlling tho congli
and brin ig about a healthy condition
of the w ile system. Of course, it must
not be e.4 :cted to work miracles. It will
not cure insumption except In Its earlier
stages.
will rnre very severe
nato, han
ami iTrvngea
t it. with hoarseness. In aeiite eouuhü
i Is. not soiefleeiive.
if is In tho lingering
hang-ocoughs, or those of long standing.
by bleeding from
accompanied
even when
lungs, that it has performed its most
marvelous cures.
Prof. Finley Kllingwood, M. D., of
Med. College, Chicago, says of glycerine:
"In dyspepsia it serves an excellent, purpose.
Tlolding a fixed quantity of tlio peroxide of
hydrogen in solution, it is one of the best
manufactured products of the present, time in
its action upon enfeebled, disordered stomachs, especially if there is ulceration or catarrhal gastritis (catarrhal inflammation of
stomach), it is a most efficient preparation.
Glycerine will relievo many cases of pyrosis
(heartburn) and excessive gastric (stomach)
acidity."
"Golden Medical Discovery" enriches and
purifies the blood curing blotches, pimples,
eruptions, scrofulous swellings and old sore.1,
or ulcers.
Send to Dr. B. V. Pierce, of BufTnlo. N. Y..
for freo booklet telling all uliout the native
medicinal roots composing this wonderful
medicine There Is uo alcohol in It.

About thirty Albuquerqueans will go
today to witness the ceremonies connected with, the feast of St.
Augustine. A number will drive down,
while the majority will leave on the
limited this afternoon. To watch the
the Catholic
opening services in
church several men will leave hero at
r o'clock this morning on freight train
home on
No. 100. All will return
to Islcta

No. 8.

eblo.

ic

rt

ero-

canvass of the Assessment roll
of Vaviipal county shown the assessed
valuation of nil assessable property
In Hint Arizona county for the year
In, Its re1!H)7, to be $!i,!H4.r.nti.r7.
cent Hesslons the board of supervisors
sitting as ft board of eqilHllzalloii, Increased tho roll ns returned by A"sei-- 1
sor nimplR'll In the unin of $222. 33.
80. the principal rises being In the
number of cuttle nnd Miecp, moiiiií few
raisen in mining machinery ulo contributing til tlm Intnl.
The I'rMrott Journal Miner says:
Ilefore the board adjourned Thursday
evening the report of the. personal
property collection mude by Assessor
itmpbell and his deputle niñee the
Hist of tha present year was checked.
The report shown the collection of
tM.f.74.37. till contributed by
on the three per cent levy basis
of 'lust year. I'nder tha statute the
nssessor collect nil personal property
taxes during the nssessln reason from
taxpayers who are not possensed of
real property In value sufficient ti
cover the total of tuxen due or who
own no real estate.
With the rat
from three per cent thin yenr
who
the personal property owner
were compelled to pay tnxe by law
before the rate wim fixed for thin year
h
contributed
more to the
county trranury i bun they would lie
compelled lu do if they OWtlcd real
Whentlin late win reduced
from four per cent In SOS, a number
I
of the xpayrn who hml Already pal
tlielr taxes nude nppllcnf Ion to the
tioiird of supervisor to have (he one
per cent taxes ftmount returned but
tliu board, uftc-- Hucuiing legal udvlec
A
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What the Morning Journal' Does for Advertisers
and How It Does It.

tt

Advertising in the Morning Journal has a far broader, deeper,
more satisfactory meaning than in any other New Mexico

newspaper.
k--

4

In

synonymous with conscientious, painstaking,
service. Scrvice-mar- k
you for when a Morning Journal solicitor is sent for he represents an organization
that will help you plan a campaign, write, illustrate, and set all
advertisements an organization that will see that your advertisements are placed in suitable positions that, in
short, will help you in every way to make your advertising a
mighty factor in making money for you.

HOW

When your advertisement is inserted in the Morning Journal
half of the work is done. The seed of success is sown. And
it goes into a fertile field
the most representative homes of

It is

HILLSBGRG

result-produci-

ng

Albuquerque and vicinity homes where the Morning Journal is so popular that it has a circulation in excess of the
combined dailies of New Mexico.

IS GROWING
.
Postoffice Business In Sierra
County Town Has Doubled
In Last Twelve Months.

If you

are not advertising
not saving

LOSING

As an Indication. of the rapid growth
of the busy little mining center of
Hills boro, Miss Cecil "Alexander, asSierra
sistant postmaster ut the
countty town, says that the nmount of
postoftlco business at IlilLsboro during
the past twelve months has a little
more than doubled over the preceding
year, liill.sboro is one of the most
important centers of the great southwestern New Mexico mining Held und
has received a handsome share of the
prosperity which has been evident In
that section for the past year or two.
Ilillsboro und Lake Valley are both
livelier than they have been for years,
according to Miss Alexander, and the
cattle and sheep interests me especially well satisfied with conditions, as
It has been raining profusely tiown in
the mouutain country.
Mluu AI,.vMnil,.i. ii inrned home ves- terday morning after visiting
friends for several weeks.

in

the Morning Journal, you are

money.

Morning Journal advertising is good for your competitors,
and it would be good for you.
Don't argue!
Don't infer!
Try it!
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I OH V m.If'ATION.
ifTico at
hu Interior, l.utul
V.
AciKui.t t'.i,
New Mixli-n- ,

NOTICK

Ii'i!ii'tirn'iit
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Katita IV.
that Virgil Kurk!i.
Nnllrw Is lirreliy (,'lvi-lof
nf Mhiiiiwrquc. N. M . I im filed ti"li
his intention to nmkti lln.il cmntnutalloti
proof In nupport ef bin rlulin, viz: Home-Hl"a- d
Kntry No. 8,7H. nmUu Heecmher lfi,
l'.'d,,, for t tie Sli1
Heetlon ifl. Township to
N, Itamin 3 K, and that unlit proof will I"'
II. W. S. litem, ttiillid Stales
made.
I'oiirt I'omtiilrtiiloiier at Al!iiiiueriui!, N. M.,
,,n Oelolier 6. I'.)"?.
'.
lie rmmea tho following: witmssen to prove
Ills continuous reHlileiico upon, nnd cultivation of, tho land, viz.: Allan It. Hone,
Alilente. Kdward V. Uturo, Manuel-HHwope, nil of AlbiMiui ripie
MANl'l'll,
It. OTKUO.
;
'
tleiflsler.

V. E. M AUGER

WOOL:

MiniKor A Avery, Bolton
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Ratlroad Center of Jeh Mexico

OF THE ATCHISON, TOPEKA & SANTA FE RAILWAY. THE NEW CITY OF BELEN IS 31 MILES SOUTH OF ALBUQUlQUE, N. Mm IS AT
LOCATED ON THE BELEN CUT-OF- F
EAST ANO WEST FROM GALVESTON AND CHICAGO TO SAN FRANCISCO AND LOS ANGELES,
THE JUNCTION OF THE MAIN LIKES OF THE SANTA FE SYSTEM-LEAD- ING
FROM THE NORTHERN STATES Tp EL PASO, TEXAS, AND THE REPUBLIC OF MEXICO.

Company
Improvement
The Helen UoWn and
imC0IOATIDl
ot
Lots, size 25x142 feet, fronting upon 80 and
streets and avenues, right In tho business
the owners of the Belen Townsite, consisting ot 1000 Business and Residence
Railway
Company
is now grading its extensive depot grounds
center ot the new city and directly upon the Santa Fe Railway Depot Grounds, The Atchison. Topeka & Santa Fe
and freight traffic, Harvey eating House, round house, coal
yard limits BOO feet wide and a mile long (capacity of 70 miles of side track) to accommodate its immense passenger
70-fo-

Are

H

of 1G00, and several large Mercantile Houses, the Belcn Patent Roller Mills with its 150 Barrels a dav capacity, winery, etc. It Is
upon the great trunk lino leading north, south, cast and west, to all
larrust shipping point for floor, wool, wheat, who, bea ns, hay and fruit in New Mexico, From its location
freight trains will pass through Belcn to
the United States and Mexico its futuie growth as a Commercial point cannot be estimated. All fast limited, mail, express and
house, two churches, a commercial
Kansas City, Galveston and tho Pacific Coast, The water is good and climate unsurpassed, Belen has a $16,000 public school
and terms easy. On? third of purIn
low
prices
ottered
lots
are
The
hotel.
good
and
newspaper
a
ciub, three hotels, restaurants, etc. It needs right now. a good
warranty
deeds given.
and
TitJo
perfect
per
per
annum.
cent
may remain on note and mortgage for one year with interest at 8
chase money cash;
Come early if you wish to secure the choice lots. For further particulars and prices of lots call in person or write to
ChUtCf hFcITY

Scio

up-tod-

two-thir-
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The Belen Town añd.ímprovemeát Company
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Uha Future

Big Figures.
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160-hor-

that Wealth Is Running Into

..Ill

n

four-kettl-

Fact

Valuable Agent

The glycerine em ployed in Dr. Pierce's
medicines greatly enhances tho medicinal
properties which it extracta from native
medicinal roots and holds in solution
much better than alcohol would. It also

connection with the building and
of the mill.
T. AV. Davenport, the superintendent, is now in Sacramento City, pushing tho work to the utmost. The maWill
terial will be taken from gypsum beds
Many Albuquerque People
which are exposed on the surface, and
will greatly facilitate the handAttend Ceremonial at Aco-m- a this
ling and cheapen the manufacture,
the consumers will reap the beneto be Held on Septem- and
fit of a first class plaster at a low
price.
2,

Tih-mm- i

nrdvr in.

V

28, 1907.

starting

The Indians nt Aconta pueblo, west
which is most easily
reached from Laguna, will hold their
Slur I'libllslihiK Company of
famous ceremonial on September 2. A
lciaiidaiu In Anion for $3.500 by large number of "palefaces" will climb
Former Umploje.
the rocky citadel of Aroma- to see the
dance, and many Albuquerque photographers and others will go from
The law firm of Worsly and Drach-ma- n here to see the ceremonies.
In
district
the
yesterday filed suit
court in behalf of Harry Coindarrens
against the Star Publishing company NEW INDUSTRY STARTS
to $3,500
for damages amounting
AT SACRAMENTO CITY
which it Is claimed Coldarrens sustained while In the employ of that
Alamo Cement anil Plaster Company
company, says the Tucson Cltl.en.
Knmiged In Pulling I p
Actively
Coldarrens is a printer and held the
Mill South of Aliiiiiogortio.
position in the Star office commonly
man, that of arknown as make-u- p
new Industry Is being established
ranging the position of the typo set at ASacramento
City, a few miles south
for the paper, and setting the headlast, of Atainogordo, which will mean much
line im.. nltrht. In a January
and
piece of ma for that city. The Alamo Cement
while working near
Plaster company has been incorporchinery Coldarrens' left hand was ated
In
engaged
putting
actively
H
caught In a Hying belt and me muni up a nnd e
mill, which will have
torn nearly away. The young man
daily capacity oí ten carloads of
was taken to a hospital suffering se- afinished material and will be In convere pain, and later the thumb was tinuous operation day and night, runamputated.
two shifts of twelve hotlis each.
Ordinarily the Ioh of a thumb Is ning
The Alamogordo News says: The
In the busral her a small matter, but. following
power for
it mill will require
iness that Coldarrens was
Die various machines, and
operating
him
impossible
for
absolutely
made it
enterprising electric light man, M.
to do his work, us ordinarily a printer our
II. Fisher, Is already negotiating wilh
Picks "P type between the thumb und the new company regarding furnishfirst linger.
ing them electric power from his new
As stated, the suit was Med yester- hydro-electrplant which he Is buildcome
probably
will
day morning, and
Da Lux In the Fresnal creek
ing
near
ot
term
October
up in the regular
district. This would mean the buildcourt.
Is the ing of several miles of high tension
The Star Publishing company
line from the power stacorporation which formerly published transmission
tion lo Sacrament City, and would
the Tucson Star and of which Ucom-C also
serve to deliver electric powvr for
Hughes U the head. The present
farming and lighting purpumping,
party
a
Is
not
pany publishing the Star
poses down the Alamogordo valley on
to the suit.
either side ot the transmission line.
The president of the Alamo Cement
and
For prompt und rnurtMiiw treatment
and Plaster company. Perry Wagonon,
mnU
the iry filóle of mcnlit Ton w'll
will bo In
nilHtuks by mllin on KM II. Kl fclNWOItT, find Manager J. I.. Hlnkle,
or telephoning juur Alamogordo on Suturdey, August 24,
Hi North Third

of 'Crack ArReveals-

DAY TODAY

of this city,

OF

-

HOLD FEAST

FOR A MASHED THUMB

too HJOflS
Assessment

ESLETA INDIANS

The Isletas are preparing for their
acequia and fall dances, the former to
32(f( 3:!c, Ohio quarter blood at 31c, be given some time next month, and
the latter in October. During the past
and Michigan quarter blood at 30c.
who
have been
few days, Isletas
working in the Colorado sugar beet
DAMAGES
PRINTER WANTS
fields have been returning to the pu-

SHOWS

IDSE

This is the largest amount, of money
the pay car gives out on the Southwestern system except at El Paso. The
Tucumcarl News says that us soon as
the new shops aro under way tire local pay roll will reach $35,000
and
may be more each month. This will
put Into Tucumcarl over $35,000 a
month and probably more. This will
put into Tucumcari over $400,000 annually to tho local employes of the
Southwestern and should the Choctaw
build In as Is expected during the next
six months, railway employes in Tucumcari will earn more than a half
million annually, the great part of
This
which will be spent
Income, not to mention the agricultural and stock interests of the county
will make Tucumcarl one of tho best
business points in New Mexico.

three-eighth-

quisitive newspaper reporter that the
mines were not on the market, and
if they were, $10,000,000 would not
buy them.
It is understood here, and It has
been the talk of the town that the Nacompany
Mining
Copper
tion
would soon ii t;t a big concentrator.
Manager Mclaughlin is now in lil
Paso.
Shipped Silver Ore.
Manuel Taylor owner of a rich and
valuable silver mine in Chloride Flat,
u mile
and a half from Silver
idilpped three carloads of ore to Kl
Paso last Tuesday. Most of this shipment was lo"' grade ore bin next week
lie will neiul to the Kl Paso smelter
a carload of very high grade ore for
which Mr. Taylor's mine is noted.
Tucumcarl hdd the greatest pay day
Tuesday in the history of the (own.
was established
Since the division
there the railway pay days have been
greatly increased and Tuesday exclusive of trainmen reached the handsome figure of $15.000. This was an
Increase of $0,000 over the previous
pay day.

All

Buying Very
Conservatively on Account of
the Condition of the Money
Market,

Wool Is very quiet, but with small
Jots moving, says Bradstreet's Review.

is off. 1 U. Linchey, of St. Louis, secretary of the two companies, told an In-

I

Thousand Dollars

Paid Out in Live New Mexico
Town by the Railway Company This Month.

Manufacturers
;

" inriiwl-iii-

"

''

:

WEDNESDAY, AUG;

SOUTHWESTERN IN

,

fifty-hors-

--

k,

Oil THE

(Stiver City Enterprise.)
Bob Thompson principal owner and
superintendent of the Drain Copper
mine in the Burros has returned from
e
El Paso, where he purchased a
power boiler and hoisting engine which will be installed as early
hs possible. His main shaft is now
down 75 feet and its bottom is in
rich ore, and as It goes down the oro

TT

PAY HOLL OF

BIG

IS QUIET

SILL

Activity in Burro Mountain Dis- -.
trict-W- hat.
Comanche Mining and Smelting. Company
'
is Doing,
,

'

'
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Exclusive Agents tor
Hie Edwin C. Burt Slioes
For Women and Children.

Best line of
Scliool Shoes ever
Carried In the City.

THE ALBUQUERQUE

We Shoe and Clothe the Feet

Men.

JOURNAL, WEDNESDAY,

AUG.

28, 1907.

i

SOUTH EIID

Manager.
216 West Central Avenue.

fRJRHITUREl

I

Sole Agenta for the Celebrated
M. A. Packard $3.50, $1.00 and
$5.00 Shoes for Men.

Exclusive Agent, ior tlie famous
Edwin Clnpp & Sons' Shoes fur

f

MORNING

FIFTY FEET OF

'

The Ideal Shoe Store, II
LEON HERTZOG,

".t...

5

.

SANTA FE ANNULS THE
TRAIN FROM EL PASO

haven't been wearing
Hart Schaffnef & Marx
clothes, maybe your experience with cotton mixed, "mercerized" fabrics
has taught you something.
Have your clothes kept
shape? Do you feel satisfied with them? Have
they prove dto be worth
the price? Maybe' you'll
take our advice this fall
and get into the best.
Hart Schaffner & Marx
use none but pure wool
fabrics; or wool and silk.
It's the only thing worth

Bishop J. Mills Kpndrlck, In charge

You

LOCAL ITEMS OF INTEREST of the New Mexico and Arizona, dio- Army of Workmen Repair the
cese of the Kplsoopal church, will arrive here the latter part of the week
Break Made by Treacherous
from
Arizona. Bishop Kendrlck will
WEATHER.
THE
preach at the St. Johns Episcopal
Rio Grande Three Miles
Sunday morning, Reader-Pcrchours ending church
For the twenty-fou- r
Ross assisting. Rev. Mr. Cook, of the
Above Pass City,
at 6 o'clock yesterday afternoon:
hplscopal church, in charge of a parMaximum temperature. 95; mini- ish
In
McAllister,
Fort
Okla.,
who
clear.
winds;
mum, 52; southwest
y

arrived here Sunday from Santa Fe,
The Santa Fe's troubles with high
where he visited his brother-in-laareincreaslng. All last week
Adjutant General A. P. Tarklngton, watercoast
linea track from Grants to
the
yesterday
left
morning
City.
for
Silver
We sell you furniture on any terms consistent with an
reGallup
was undermined, washed out
In the event that you ahnuld not
Paul Teutsch. the local steamship and otherwise damaged by the overcelve your morntnit paper telephone
agent, and one of the best known flowing of the Rio Puerco. Immedienterprising honest business. We sell cheaper because
the roetnt Teleamph Company, tlvlnt
members of Rallut Abyad Temple of ately after the roadbed of the
name and addre.a and the paper will
Mystic Shrlners, is in command of
that of our competitors, and
our expenses are one-ha- lf
be delivered by a epedal meaeenger.
division was placed In condi
Telephone 8.
the advance guard of the Shrlner cara- tion for trains to pass over safely, the
van to Silver City. Mr. Teutsch, with Rio Grande started on a rampage on
we buy in car lots.
Dr. L. H. Chamberlin. R. W. Hoyt. the Rio Grande division.
If courteous treatment, good goods and low prices will
George Eberhardt, C. O. Cushman, and
Monday night, about 7 o'clock, three
C. Allen left this miles this side of El Paso, the Rio
Mr.
Mrs.
E.
and
George Arnot returned from Las morning on No. 9 for Sliver City to atsecure your business we will get it.
Grande Kot frisky and In double quick
Vegan yesterday.
meeting
tend
Initiation
fifty
the
Shrlner
of
over
feet
out
washed
time
Algodones
to
A. J. Frank returned
Friday afternoon. The main caravan track and roadbed, blocking the line to
yesterday mornlne.
will leave tonight.
El Paso.
Mr. and Mr. A. S. Hi Mo left last
As a result of the washout, No. 10
Miss Claude Edgar, daughter of Mr.
niKht for n month's visit in Kansas.
at 8:30
Mrs. J. J. White, of Los Lunas, ar- and Mrs. W. I Edgar, has returned due here yesterday morning
Blk.
Rugs.
from an extended outing at the Hance a. m., did not pull into the local depot
Furniture, Crockery,
rived In the city yesterday morning.
about 3 o clock this morning,
Miss Maud Hardinge. of .Santa Fe. ranch, near the Grand Canyon, In until
buying in Clothes.
twenty-fou- r
nearly
late.
hours
company
Gibson,
with
Miss
Helen
yesterday.
visited Albuiiier(iie friends
Over one hundred 'workmen from
We sell these goods.
Or. H. K. Klrsciiner has gone to He- daughter of Mr. and Mrs. E. J,' Gibson.
El. Paso and Albuquerque,
len to njiend two weeks or more there. Mrs. Edgar Is expected back in a San Marcial,day
repairing
yesterday
the
left yesterday short time from a visit In California. workedIn all
Lewis (umblnler
the track and about b o ciock
morning for the Valley Ranch on the
W. Tremalne Watson, secretary and breaknight.
No. 10, which had. been
last
general superintendent of the Nevada-Goldfle- waiting
Pecos.
at El Paso for twenty-on-' e
Mining, Milling and SmeltFine live spring chickens at the
started for Albuauerauo;
DRINK PILSEHER BOTTLED BEER
Richelieu Grocery. 118 West Gold ing company, who Is making his head- hours
At 12 o'clock yesterday, when It wan
avenue.
AVE.
CLOTHIER.
quarters in Santa Fe, has purchased learned
CENTRAL
be
not
the damage could
D. l Labhe, of the Occidental Ufe. the residence of
Herbert renaired that
until- - late in. the afternoon.
has returned from an Arizona insur- J. Hagerman, which the latter occu- Superintendent W. K;. Etter ordered
ance trip.
pied while executive of New Mexico.
that No 10 be annulled east of Albu- Fresh cauliflower and celery at the
The many friends of Louis Arbuth-no- t mieroue.
Rlchrllcu Orocery store, 118 West
will deeply regret to hear of his
No. 10; which left El Paso last night
Gold a'emie.
on time, was marked on time
death, which occurred In San Diego,
Attorney K. W. polisón w;is In San- Cal.. Saturday, August 24. The fam- about
night, but It Is not expeciea
last
late
ta Fe yesterday on business before ily have many friends In this city, and here until otter 7 o'clock.
the supreme court.
Is
to
sympathy
extended
the warmest
Irwin Wallace, a well known cattle- those who are bereaved.
Monday afternoon, Orlle, the three
man from Datll, Socorro county, was
and a half year old son of Mr. and
Angeles,
of
F.
Grant,
of
Los
John
Telephone 482 and Wagon Will Stop at Your House.
yesterday.
city
in the
Mrs. Asa Collier of No. 816 South Secthe Grant Uros.' Construction
by the
Attorneys Nelll H. Field. A. B.
was
struck
street,
Raton,
ond
doing
part
Is
of the work
which
ami H. H. Fergussmi went to
of an incoming passenger train
spent yesterday engine St.
on the Helen cut-of- f,
Work on the new Steffen block, be- Louis, Rocky Mountain and
Santa Fe yesterday morning.
of the
this
leaving
Helen
In
city,
for
the
u twen Fifth and Sixth streets on Cen.
T.
railway, and sustained
Llnvllle. formerly of Califor- morning.
Paclticlllc
which, however. Is not tral avenue, i being rushed In hopes
nia. Is preparing to open a grocery
Rev. o. H. Holliday, pastor of the scalp wound,
fellow, with other of Its being ready for occupancy be
store at f8 West Central avenue.
little
The
serious.
church. South, children was playing In the vicinity fore the fair.
Mrs. Joseph Harnett and Miss Dor- Methodist Episcopal
-- T K
for Carleton, of the track and just as the train was
RMS CAS H-othy Harnett left yesterday morning left yesterday morning
BEST
AMERICAN BLOCK, per
for'jemea Hot Springs for an nutinK. his former home, on a brief vacation,
on
track.
ran
the
along
coming
SACRAMENTO
THE
POWER
ton
ave
$0.50
A. G. Henuregard, the Central
to the
Mlsx Alexander, assistant
ANTHRACITE NUT. per ton
$8.50
nue barber, who has been in M. JoConstant, for some time night
R.
S
inilshoro iioslmaster. has returned to seph's
COMPANY FILES PAPERS ANTHRACITE STOVE AND
hospital suffering from typhoid ticket agent at El Dorado, Kas., for
the Sierra county town after a visit
per
weeks,
again.
FURNACE,
ton
is
out
past
$9.50
apnine
tlie
for
the Santu Fe railway, has been
with frieliHs licpe.
Mrs. Mary R. Hamilton and Mls.t pointed
as night ticket agnnt here,
Dr. (i. H. Keck, of tlie AltWticriil-governmenHew Stock
Received
Vegas,
came
Las
of
Gilchrist,
Sophia
yestersucceeding G. Emerson Buck, reThe following articles of incorporaIndian school, left
ing
visit
friends
night.
After
down
last
and
clerk
chief
of
San
to
signed,
in
become
the office of
tion have been filed
day morning for the pueblo
go on to El Paso.
l hey will
at the
cashier at Chanute, Kas. Mr. Constant Territorial Secretary J. W. Reynolds:
Felipe, north of this city.
W. S. FulWtnn.
well
known
the
a
being
night,
city
to
last
In
company.
hostess
the
Prinarrived
L.
lUnnmcll
w.is
Power
Sacramento
Mrs.
J.
county,
Datll,
of
Socorro
accompanied by Mrs. Constant. The cipal place of business at Alamogor-do- ,
shout forty guests at a dancing party stockman,
Albuquerque
In
business
transacted
agent
new ticket seller will be "broken In"
Otero county. Territorial
at her boarding hoiis" at 2 West Sil- yesterday.
today, allowing Mr. Buck to leave for F. Corp, at Alamogordo. Capital
DRY CKDA H'
ver avenue. Monday evening.
Hubbrll,
Thoman
Hunt.
Albuquerque. New Mexico
Ma.rqur.tte Avenue.
Charles
night.
Thursday
First Street
stock $1,000,000, divided Into 10,000
There will be a regular meeting of Clark Moore and' Attorney Nelll H. Chanute
a
AND TORNILLO
par
each,
$100
of
of
value
the
shares
the Woman's Relief corps at 2 the Red Field returned home last night from
tl-I). Burkholder. of the Santa Fe i commencing
$2,000.
with
business
Men's hall this afternoon hi o'clock.- Santa Fe.
treatinar nlant at Las Vegas, was here Object, primarily, operating
electric
?y order of the president. Sadie HowA baby girl was born to Mr. and vesterdav on business connected with
furnishing power and light.
plant
for
dish, secretary.
Hu
been
I.Mrs.
of
Pueblo
Richard Wetherell
the local plant. The steel has
Period of existence, fifty" years. InHerbert M. Howlson. son of Ml",
FROM THE FACTORY
They live on llorad unloaded at the site of the plant for corporators,
U. S. Houghland and
ami Mrs. J. It. Howlson. of lliis city, illín yesterday.
The
502 SOUTH FIRST STREET.
the
sidings
and
new
avenue.
the extensive
City,
A.
Gilchrist,
of
Kansas
John
loaves this morning Tor oberlln. Ohio,
A. Mathleii, the well known local work in general Is proceeding rapWe have just received a
Mo., and A. T. Payne, of Oklahoma
to resume his study of music In the liquor
salesman, will leave tonight for idly.
W. L. TRIMBLE & C0MPANH
City, Okla.
Oberlin Conservatory of Music.
through Arizona.
shipment of
August
Albuaueraue's Finest
Vernon E. Small has been appointed
Wednesday cvcninii.
2. a tour
S. C. Overstreet, night depot master, messenger
Miss N. Gottlieb left yesterday
UTERT, FEED AND I.IVERT STABLES
R. M.. will
United
Fe
at
Santa
the
.Navajo Tribe No. 3. I
Calon
a
business
on
Gallup
Angeles
the
for Los
left last night for
European Hotel.
First Class Turnouts at
Initiate a class of ten pale faces into afternoonlimited.
trip. During his absence W. S. Field, States weather bureau státion.
Beneonabtn Rates.
the mysteries of the order. After the ifornia
will
hold
master,
depot
were
night
here
wife
L.
and
Haca
former
Ramon
Orino Laxative Fruit Syrup la sold under
ceremonies refreshments will be serv- from Santa Fe yesterday, stopping at down his position.
North Second Street.
Sliver Avenue.
a positive guarantee to cure conattpation, Telephone 3.
ed and a good time Is expected.
do.
A
vara
headache, stomach trouble, or any form
alck
the
Santa Fe Depot
from
Block
Half
Mrs, Stephen O. Andrus. i,f Oroville,
Local
of
Mrs. T. E. Purdy, wife
W. H. Clark, proprietor of the Clark
of Insinuation.
If It falla, the manufacturGEORGE E. ELLIS, Prop.
Cal., daughter of Mr. and Mrs. M. W. hotel in Holbrook. was a local visitor Agent Purdy, and her son, Joe, have era refund your money. What more can any Fine Registered Angora Bucks
It is good, The price is only
Floumoy. of this city, with her baby, vesterday.
gone to Hutchinson and other points one do. J. H. O'RIelly Co., druggtete.
the Inter with her parwill
a
on
wiin
relatives.
visit
left
family
in Kansas
Alfrfd Gmnsfeld and
FOR SALE.
10 CENTS PER PACKAGE.
Flournov
Mr. and Mis.
ent here.
The Dental Office of Dr. L. H
I hare eotne hUrh arad and registered
last night on the Chicago limited for
have 'list returned from a visit with the
J. F. Huckle, manager of the news Chamberlin will be closed until the Burks for sale, ranging la ase from eighteen
east.
Many are paying 12 2c
.rule nt the Harvey system, and morning of September 'I.
months to four yesrs. Alan eome high
their daughter.
Major Ernest Meyers left yesterday
VANMNIJDUGCO.
grade nnd registered does. Frlce gl.en on
The dance of the union telegraphers morning for a business trip to Arizona party, arrived here yesterday from a
Per Package.
M. R. Mct'KARl,
given at the Casino last night was a points.
trip over the coast Unes.
The Colored Skating club, under application.
Han Mnrclnl. New Meilco.
Soda
Drugs.
Cold
great success In every way. and danPure
management of J. R. Coleman,
Vegas, arthe
Qi.lncy.
of
Jerry
Ias
Mrs.
agent
of has engaged the skating
Cade Selvy, chief special
cing was Indulged in by a large num- rived in the city last night to visit
rink for
Albuquerque Cash Grocery
STRICTLY SANITARY
the Santa Fe coast lines, arrived in the Monday and Wednesday evenings.
ber until a late hour. The Kills
A Full Line of Toilet Articles
friends.
ipilte
city last night.
furnished the music and
Good music Is provided, and all col- UP TO DATE BARBER SHOP,
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try Morris Arrives to Make Report
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Dr. T). K. Morris. Inspector of the
federal bureau of animal Industry for
Now Mexico and Arlr.ona, has arrived
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Marlon Imes, chief of the bureau for
the two territories.
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